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To Richard

INTRODUCTION

In the fifteenth-century popular romance Sir Gawain and the Carle of Carlisle,
Arthur’s knights encounter a man who straddles the border not only between a Carl (or
peasant) and a knight, but also between an animal and a human. Towering above the
knights, the Carl stands some “Nine taylloris yerdus” and “two tayllors yardus a brede”
(“twenty seven feet tall” and “six feet broad” 257, 259). With legs like tree trunks and
fingers like legs (260-7), the giant man is made even more intimidating by the four
young, wild animals that surround him:
A wyld bole and a fellon boor,
A lyon that wold bytte sor Therof they had grete ferly.
A bege ber lay louse unbounde.
Seche four whelpus ther they founde
About the Carllus kne. (226-31)
[A wild bull and a lethal boar, a lion that would bite sorely—thereof they
had great wonder. A big bear lay loose and unbound. Such four whelps
they found there about the Carl’s knee].
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No doubt included to emphasize the incredible presence of this Carl who can command
them into submission, the presence of these “whelps,” inside the castle also transforms
this domestic sphere into a wild space. If the Carl is a man, then the company he keeps
and the behavior he professes is animal, reinforcing the wildness—or animality—of the
Carl himself. The Carl tests his guests’ willingness to display courtesy through the
humble foal in his stable. When Baldwin and Kay each turn the foal out of its stall in
order to house their own steeds, the Carl pays them with strong buffets that leave the
knights reeling and the Carl criticizing both their character and their upbringing--“Evylltaught knyghttus” (325, 328). If he claims to his guests that “her no corttessy thou schalt
have, But carllus corttessy” (for here no courtesly shall thou have, but a carl’s courtesy.
277-8), then this peasant code of conduct extends even to the animals therein. By
refusing to privilege one species over the next, the Carl reveals, and inverts, the power
structures that enable the two knights to mistreat the foal in the first place. In so doing,
the Carl creates a liminal zone wherein the privilege of species is no longer taken for
granted. Here, as the Carl soon demonstrates, animals and humans alike are to be treated
with courtesy.
By revoking the privilege of species the Carl is challenging the authority of the
king himself, a challenge that is no more clearly seen than in bodies of the many knights
the Carl later admits he has slain: “He lade Gawen ynto a wilsome wonys, / There as lay
ten fodir of dede menn bonys” (He led Gawain into a desolate dwelling, there lay ten
cartloads of dead men’s bones. 533-4). Judged discourteous by the Carl, the knights, or
rather, their remains, lay heaped unceremoniously together, without the funeral rites that
would have marked their deaths as human. Significantly, the Carl admits to having killed
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the knights with the help of his “foure whelpis” (four whelps, 539). But this rather grim
climax recalls a similar ground of slaughter in the poem’s opening lines, where Arthur
and his massive hunting party proceed to slay five hundred deer. Blurring the boundaries
between the human and the animal, Sir Gawain and the Carl of Carlisle imagines both
the venison and the knights who hunt it as killable life.
Sir Gawain and the Carl of Carlisle points to an often overlooked understanding
in medieval texts of the profound vulnerability of all life to power. This proneness is
rarely admitted however. More common in medieval texts, animals provide the
background against which humanity fundamentally defines itself as a species. Texts
abound in which animals are hunted, befriended, tamed, or slain by humans, reinforcing
the very structures that make such behavior based on species differentiation possible.
The taxonomy of animal and human seems inviolable—consider for example the
meticulously catalogued bestiaries that proliferate across the Middle Ages. But this is all
the more reason why we must take a closer look at the animals in these texts. So doing
reveals a frequently subversive nature in the animal and a reversal in the power dynamics
of sovereign and subject. In Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, for example, the
seduction of Gawain by the lady is paralleled with the hunt of various animals, making
Gawain a quarry as much as any deer, boar, or fox (1151, 1439, 1699).1 But the larger
plot, revealed only at the end of the poem, might allow us to envision all of Arthur’s
knights as prey to the predatory gaze of Morgan La Fay, whose tricks have only revealed
the fallacies that abound in the chivalric circle of Camelot. In Marie de France’s latetwelfth century lay, Bisclaveret, the courtier-turned-werewolf is repeatedly exculpated in
1

All references to Sir Gawain and the Green Knight are from Sir Gawain and the Green Knight,
edited by J. R. R. Tolkein, 1967.
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his violent attacks on his former wife and her lover because the King and his counselors
discern reason and intelligence in the beast. But the King’s torture of the wife and her
mutilation at the hands of the wolf only draw attention to the arbitrary savagery at the
heart of sovereignty (135-60).2 Each of these texts incorporates the animal, whether at the
center or as a subtext, as a way of representing humanity, not only grappling with
questions of what it is to be human but, further, what it is to be human in the face of
power.
Rene Decartes’ now inescapable declaration “cogito ergo sum” [I think therefore I
am], in his 1637 Discourse on the Method, marked rational thought not only as the
designation for humanity but as for the designation for being (33). In 1789, however,
philosopher Jeremy Betham refuted the Cartesian maxim by calling attention to the
suffering of animals and slaves alike:
The day has been, I grieve to say in many places it is not yet past, in which
the greater part of the species, under the denomination of slaves, have
been treated by the law exactly upon the same footing as, in England for
example, the inferior races of animals are still. The day may come, when
the rest of the animal creation may acquire those rights which never could
have been withholden from them but by the hand of tyranny … What else
is it that should trace the insuperable line? Is it the faculty of reason, or,
perhaps, the faculty of discourse? But a full-grown horse or dog is beyond
comparison a more rational, as well as a more conversable animal, than an
infant of a day, or a week, or even a month, old. But suppose the case
2

References to Bisclavret are taken from The Lais of Marie de France, translated by Glyn S.
Burgess and Keith Busby, 2003.
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were otherwise, what would it avail? the question is not, Can they reason?
nor, Can they talk? but, Can they suffer? (Chapter XVII)
Making pathos, rather than ethos, the fulcrum for ethical consideration, Bentham, here,
re-structures the Cartesian question into a more inclusive paradigm. It is such a paradigm
that, Jacques Derrida elicits in his lecture “The animal that therefore I am,” wherein he
famously confronts the “asininity” (31) of using a singular word—animal—to encompass
all living creatures that are not human. He offers, instead, the neologism l’animot, a
French play on words that sounds like the plural animaux (animals) but is in fact singular,
with the ending –mot meaning “word” (47). Thus, when he means his audience to hear
“animals,” Derrida effectively points to the “animals’ animal word.” In his repetition of
l’animot throughout his talk, Derrida agitates the discomfort of recognizing the singular
other as multitudinous, forcing his listeners to confront the assumptions that tend to
flatten all perspectives into one. Such a flattening of life has serious ramifications.
Speaking out against the war in Iraq, Judith Butler contends that the law sanctions only
what it recognizes as a “grievable life,” ignoring the many “ungrievable lives” that cannot
be mourned because they have never lived, that is, they have “never counted as a life at
all” (Frames of War 38). The contributions of each of these thinkers, and many others,
has helped not only to redefine problematic demarcations between animal and human, but
also to make aware the impossibility of establishing a categorical separation between
species that does not at some point break down. These redefinitions all address the very
real divisional repercussions of Decartes’ utterance by attempting to develop a more
inclusionary definition of being that allows for more of the non-human into the bounds
marked as ethically significant.

5

Anxiety over the fluidity of the animal-human divide reveals itself repeatedly in
medieval literature through a bevy of textual monsters, who more often than not are a
conglomeration of the animal and the human in one body. In the opening of Crétien de
Troyes’ Yvain: The Knight of the Lion,for example, the Arthurian knight Calgrenant
describes how he encountered a remarkable herdsman in the woods:
Sitting on a stump, a lowborn
Creature, black as a Moor,
Huge, and hideously ugly
…………………………
I saw that his head was bigger
than a packhorse’s, or any other beast,
His hair was tufted, and his forehead
Bald and wide as two ourspread
Hands, his ears all mossy,
And immense, exactly like an elephant’s,
His eyebrows huge, his face
As if flattened. He had eyes like an owl,
A nose like a cat, and jaws
Split like a wolf’s, with a boar’s
Wild teeth, all yellowed, and his beard
Was black, his mustache crooked.
His chin met his chest, his backbone
Was long and twisted. He was leaning
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On his club, his clothes as wild
as the rest of him, neither cotton nor wool
But the hides of two fresh-skinned bulls (288-310)
In this lengthy description, Calgrenant, here, cannot bring himself to define the creature
as distinctly human. He likens the misshapen form of the man to an elephant, owl, cat,
wolf, boar, and bull. Calgrenant specifically animalizes the creature’s face by giving him
the ears, eyes, nose, mouth, and teeth of different animals, making the herdsman’s
valence into a metonymic gathering of species. In this way, Calgrenant affirms what
Derrida calls the “heterogeneous multiplicity of the living,” the recognition of not just
one animal but many in the face of the creature.
The creature, however, complicates this seemingly clear binary in his response to
the knight. Calgrenant explains:
He watched me, still as a stone,
Speaking no more than an animal,
And I thought perhaps he had
No brain to speak with, nor a tongue.
So I got up my courage and I said:
“You, tell me, what are you,
Good, or evil, or what?”
And he answered: “I am a man,”
“What kind of man?” “The kind
You see. I’m nothing but myself.” (323-332)
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Here, Calgrenant’s thoughts and actions contradict themselves—he thinks the creature
unable to speak and yet he addresses him clearly as if he expects a reply. To his shock,
the creature’s succinct response proves definitive: “I am a man.” What is more, he claims
to be “the lord of all my animals” (355). The remarkable progression of “being” for this
creature in this brief scene—from beast to lord—challenges Calgrenant’s own sense of
self. The knight retorts he is “a knight” (358), a move that intimates Calgrenant’s desire
to remain in a position of authority over the giant to whom he is speaking while, at the
same time, he calls forth a law that moves with him as an Arthurian knight. Calgrenant
thus establishes a politically-driven pecking order that acknowledges the herdsman’s
lordship over his animals while it also establishes the knight’s lordship over the
herdsman. The conflation of the herdsman’s humanity with the animality that dominates
Calgrenant’s description of him illustrates for the reader the very real ways in which the
king has absolute power over any body he encounters and how the animalization of any
human makes them more prone to the sovereign gaze.
The scenario in which one group (human) projects its will over another (animal)
depends on a disparity—the separation between animal and human. As Cary Wolfe
argues,
as long as the automatic exclusion of animals from standing remains intact simply
because of their species, such a dehumanization by means of the discursive
mechanism of ‘animalization’ will be readily available for deployment against
whatever body happens to fall outside of the ethnocentric ‘we.’ (21)
For Wolfe, the mere presence of a boundary between species, regardless of the
demarcation, creates and sustains a system in which all animals—human and non-human
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alike— are always already vulnerable to the disempowerment that accompanies
“animalization.” But if this disparity affirms power’s hold over bodies, it also reveals the
flaw in the system: all bodies are potentially vulnerable before the law. Repeated
comparisons of the human and the animal, such as Calegrenant’s description of the
monstrous herdsman or all of the dead deer and dead knights in Sir Gawain and the Carl
of Carlisle, reveal stark similarities in the materiality of the bodies they describe and,
thus, their potential to suffer in the face of the law. If we are, as Wolfe proposes, to
reconsider the politics that surround the animal, then perhaps a specieist approach can be
legitimately recognized in the field of the aptly-named humanities.
In the chapters that follow I contend that the same process of “dehumanization” is
utilized by the sovereign to enact his sovereignty. In the fifteenth-century Gawain
romance, The Avowyng of Arthur, Arthur and Baldwin each in-turn decide who will live
and who will die without, it seems, undue consideration for the species at hand: a boar’s
life can be of more value than a knight’s and a lady’s life can be of less significance than
a bird’s. In this text, Arthur, the sovereign, determines who/what constitutes a life or
existence worth political recognition, and by extension, protection; any one body placed
outside the law is subject to a non-criminal putting to death. The politicization of death
can be most clearly illustrated in the vocabulary surrounding such an event: an animal is
“killed” while a person is “murdered.” In the text, Arthur and Baldwin repeatedly decide
who has or will be butchered, hunted, executed, or murdered. The ease with which they
slide across species boundaries illustrates, as argued above, the potential for
animalization in a system fraught with anxiety. In contrast, Marie de France’s BretonLay, Yonec, presents us with the literal animalization of a human. The king and knight,
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Muldumarec, transforms into a hawk, and his subsequent vulnerability proves that even
the sovereign is subject to death. Here, in a separation of body politic and body natural
that calls forth Ernst Kantorowicz’s political theology of The King’s Two Bodies, the text
illustrates how all bodies, even sovereign bodies, ultimately share the same animal
vulnerability.
The sovereign’s anxiety with his own body asserts itself as those in a position of
power struggle to maintain their position as markedly human against the many human
and non-human bodies surrounding him. Michel Foucault famously defines biopolitics as
the power to “make live and let die” in contrast to the rule of the medieval sovereign,
who would “let live and make die” (137-140). In addition, I suggest that the act of
“making die” is frequently, if not always, grounded in the animalization of the victim
while, at the same time, the sovereign simultaneously (re)defines himself as both ruler
and human.
For the purposes of this project I will be using the words animal and human as
political rather than zoological classifications. That is, I am not so much interested in the
biological differences between humans and all other animals as much as in the political
consequences of their separation. For example, Menealfe is treated like an animal—a
boar—even though he is a knight, while Muldumarec retains his marked status as human
even when he is in the form of a hawk. This process of marking as animal or human is
accomplished by the sovereign power—that person who has the ability to designate
another as human or animal. Arthur does this repeatedly when he animalizes bodies,
whether human or animal, in order to use them.
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In Chapter One, I look at how animals, and animal bodies, are used by the
sovereign to define their power. As is typical with these romances, Avowying opens with
a hunt, but then shifts as Arthur vows to slay a particularly fierce wild boar, in a move
that both ritualizes the animal’s death and (re)creates Arthur’s sovereignty. As a result of
this opening, all of Arthur’s subsequent interactions with bodies, human and non-human,
are tinged with an awareness that the he can, at his will, dispose of any body however he
pleases. I examine how Arthur’s, and on occasion Baldwin’s, repeated use of bodies
across species and gender lines reveals how power structures that permit such use of
animal bodies make in turn all bodies vulnerable to that same non-criminal putting to
death.
The next chapter builds upon this idea of vulnerability by examining a sovereign,
Muldumarec, who is himself subject to an animal death. Although Muldumarec’s ability
to transform into a hawk gives him the ability to not only court the lady in the tower but
also grants him, as I will argue, military prowess through his association with the martial
hawk. This intimate relationship with an animal form also proves to be his demise as he
is mortally wounded while in his hawk form. In Yonec, then, I explore how both
Muldumarec’s and the old man’s obsession with securing an heir illuminates the animal
vulnerability of even the sovereign.
In these texts I explore how the existence of power structures—specifically the
power structures surrounding sovereignty—create the unnerving situation in which all
bodies are potentially subject to the law. My work in studying these texts is multilayered; first I examine non-human animals and their relation to and proneness before the
law, and then I explore the relationship between the various humans in these text with
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each other and the law. These texts in particular contain a richness of animal encounters,
in which humans and animals alike define themselves against the other, confront the
boundaries of the law, and even transform into each other.
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CHAPTER ONE

“The birde and the brede”: Bodies in The Avowyng of Arthur
After the completion of the vows made by Arthur, Gawain, Baldwin, and Kay in
the first half of The Avowyng of Arthur, the King and his comrades ride back to Carlisle
bearing the rewards of their collective adventures: "Bothe the birde and the brede / To
Carlele thay bringe"3 (Both the bird and the meat to Carlisle they bring 491-2). Although
the "brede" in this passage refers to the boar that Arthur slew, the "birde" does not refer
to any type of fowl, but to a lady, the "birde bryghte" that Gawain won by besting the
recreant knight Menealfe. This troubling conflation of bird, meat, boar, lady, and knight
reveals an ontological flattening of bodies in which human and non-human alike become
objects subject to the King’s will, a conflation that allows Arthur to appropriate them into
his sovereign grasp as spoils of the hunt. Just as the lady is signified by a bird, so too the
boar comes to signify Menealfe, and as the diptych structure of this text develops the
bodies of other knights and ladies become folded into this pattern of bodies mirrored back
and forth across the two halves of the poem. By examining the text through these bodies,
I hope to uncover the physical realities of sovereignty, and the repeated struggle of all
bodies involved—whether human, animal or object—to re-create the structures of
3

This and all references to Avowyng of Arthur are from Thomas Hahn, ed., Sir Gawain:
Eleven Romances and Tales, (Kalamazoo: Medieval Institute Publications, 1995).
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sovereignty. In doing so I hope to show how the easy conflation of human and animal
bodies makes it possible for the king to treat all bodies as objects that he can then
manipulate at his will. In the first half of the poem Arthur hunts bodies, and in the
second half Arthur plays “chekkere” (chess 861) with bodies: in both halves Arthur must
remake his mastery as he confronts and is confronted with bodies that challenge him.
The Avowyng of Arthur is obscure enough to merit a brief summary; at the very
least, I will cover the textual moments that I believe are most pertinent to my argument
here. Structured as a diptych, the poem has two equal halves whose narratives mirror
each other. In the first half Arthur and three of his knights—Baldwin, Gawain, and
Kay—travel to Inglewood Forest where they hear rumors of a ferocious wild boar.
Arthur vows to slay the beast, and in turn his knights make vows of their own. Arthur
then defeats and butchers the boar, Kay encounters a wandering knight, and Gawain wins
a lady. Each of these knights then returns to Carlisle bearing the spoils of their respective
adventures, namely, the boar, the knight, and the lady. For each of these knights their
vows were made in the forest and completed in the forest with tangible, material, results.
In the second half of the poem Arthur tests Baldwin’s fidelity to his more abstract vows.
Baldwin keeps his oaths, and in return explains his vows to Arthur with three tales, each
of which relates to his three vows. Even though Baldwin's vows are abstract—to never
be jealous, to never fear death, and to never be inhospitable—Baldwin’s tales are full of
the bodies of men, women and animals.
Although critical attention to The Avowyng of Arthur has been scant, a handful of
critics in the last century have noted its structural and thematic merit, mostly through
analysis of Baldwin’s vows. In 1906 Edwin Greenlaw, delving extensively into the link
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between Baldwin’s three vows and the “three councils” trope, argues that these oaths
“relate not to deeds which he swears to perform but to a philosophy of life which he has
already long held” (578).4 Half a century later, J. A. Burrow argues that Baldwin’s vows
represent a more mature knighthood in contrast to the youthfulness of Arthur, Gawain,
and Kay—a contrast chivalry’s ideal against its reality (99-109). On a similar note,
David Johnson contends that the contrast between Baldwin’s three vows and the three
collective vows of Arthur, Gawain, and Kay demonstrate the contrast between the
chivalric ideal and the reality of fifteenth century life (189-208). In their arguments
Burrow and Johnson both call attention to the peculiar diptych structure of the poem,
something I will discuss in more detail below. Changing focus, Patricia Ingham gives a
gendered reading of Avowyng as she analyzes the tension between feminized chivalry and
the demands of a centralized king whose power requires sacrifice and humiliation of its
masculine knights, a humiliation enacted when Arthur brings Menealfe home with the
same presumption of authority as he does with the boar (34). Revisiting the vows, Joseph
Taylor addresses the subversive nature of these oaths, asserting that Baldwin “speaks
nothing of a concern for the king’s realm and, more importantly, he rejects an opportunity
to affirm his place in the Arthurian brotherhood” (46). While each of these critics has
contributed significantly to our understanding of this text, they have all done so by
(rightly) focusing primarily on Baldwin's vows. Such attention to both the vows and
Baldwin’s explanatory stories in the latter half of the poem, fit the text’s diptych
4

Edwin Greenlaw, The Vows of Baldwin, PLMA 21, no. 3 (1906): 578. Greenlaw is
preceded by Kittredge and Gaston Paris, who note that the story of the Laundresses may
be linked to Montaiglon s Recueil general et complete des fabliaux and thus to an actual
occurrence. See G. L. Kittredge, The Avowing of Arthur, Modern Language Notes,
(1893): 251.
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structure,5 but we must also look at the bodies objectified by these vows to find other,
albeit smaller, doubles. Baldwin’s vows are mirrored by the three vows of Arthur, who
bravely hunts the boar; Gawain, who gives away the woman he has won; and inversely
by Kay, who brashly wanders the forest looking for someone to “dethe dighte” (fight to
the death, 136). I wish to look at a more individual doubling in the poem, that of the boar
and the bird with Menealfe and the unnamed lady. Although a narrow focus on the
individuals contained in these two lines, “Bothe the birde and the brede / To Carlele thay
bringe,” may seem constricted in comparison to the broader reach of the oaths, these
seemingly minor pairs resonate through the entire text, informing the poem’s larger
critique of sovereign power.
Arthur’s battle with the boar initiates, in the poem, the sovereign’s struggle for
physical mastery over bodies. This remarkably fleshy battle opens by describing
Arthur’s prowess, but quickly shifts to describe the boar and forest, detailing out the
“grim gryse” and its armor, the bones, and even the tree roots:
He hade drede and doute
Of him that was stirrun and strowte;
He began to romy and rowte,
And gapes and gones.
Men myghte noghte his cowch kenne
For howundes and for slayn men
That he hade draun to his denne

5

In their arguments Burrow and Johnson both call attention to the peculiar diptych
structure of the poem, following A. C. Spearing’s article “The Awntyrs off Arthure” in
which he first analyzes the diptych structure.
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And brtiiunt all to bonus.
Thenne his tusshes con he quette,
Opon the Kinge for to sette;
He liftis uppe, wythoutun lette,
Stokkes and stonis.
Wyth wrathe he begynnus to wrote:
He ruskes uppe mony a rote
Wyth tusshes of thre fote,
So grisly he gronus.
[He [Arthur] had dread and doubt, of him [boar] that was fierce and
strong; he began to roar and growl, and opens his mouth and bares his
teeth. Men might not see his lair clearly for hounds and slain men that he
had drawn to his den and butchered all to bones. Then he whetted his
tusks, to attack the King; He tosses aside without any pause branches and
stones. With wrath he begins to root around: he rips up many a root with
tusks of three foot, so grisly he groans.] (177-192)
The boar’s body fills the text in these lines: he bares his teeth, whets his tusks and rips up
roots from the ground; Arthur can see the evidence of the boar’s ferocity in the bones of
men and hounds laying in his den. This stanza produces a remarkable jumble of bodies:
boar, king, tusks, roots, stones, bones, branches, and teeth. The interactions of all these
things—these bodies and objects—enables Arthur to work his mastery over the boar.
The boar rips up roots and Arthur conceals himself behind a tree; both Arthur and the
boar use their respective armor to defend themselves; and the boar shatters Arthur's spear
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just as Arthur slays the boar with his sword. Arthur uses his sword and the tree to defeat
the boar, and he then uses the boar’s carcass to make his mastery. This deployment of
bodies to define sovereignty resonates throughout the text. Extrapolating this out, then,
to the several other bodily encounters in the text between men, women, animals and
objects demonstrates how the stories in Avowyng repeat the tension between the rulers
and the ruled. To this end I briefly make use of Jane Bennett’s concept of assemblages
(more on this below) in an effort to reduce all these bodies to objects, which in turn
allows us to more clearly see how the sovereign indiscriminately uses bodies to reinforce
his own mastery. To do so I will look at how Arthur, as a sovereign, interacts with
bodies and objects, and then how Baldwin, as another sovereign of sorts, interacts with
bodies as objects.

Bodies and Objects

Like so many of the Northern Gawain texts, Avowyng opens with a hunt, and, as
with its contemporaries, the hunt signifies more than an excursion through the woods. In
Avowyng the hunt serves the utilitarian purpose of setting up a framework for the four
knights to make their respective oaths, but this hunt also creates a ritualistic space
wherein Arthur can perform his sovereignty. Susan Crane defines the hunt à force as a
“highly organized pursuit of a large beast that runs well before the hounds, is difficult to
capture and kill, has positive symbolic associations, and provides meat that is considered
edible” (Animal Encounters 103). More than a sporting expedition, Arthur’s hunt a force
constitutes an opportunity for him to demonstrate and reinforce his authority in a
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recognized framework. As Crane clarifies, “the ritualization of hunting endorses and
validates noble skill, superiority, and governance. It sets up a performance space in
which nobility mimes its own myth of itself” (107). While the knight’s initial foray into
the woods certainly constitutes a hunt à force, complete with hounds, hunters and
“bugulls” (horns, 81-86), Arthur’s solitary battle against the boar is similarly bound by
ritual. In addition, Arthur’s quest for the boar is but one of the hunts ongoing following
the avowing: Kay hunts opponents to fight to the death and Gawain seeks adventure at
the Tarn Wathling. Each of these hunts becomes an opportunity for Arthur, or his own
knights, to demonstrate his prowess in a ritualistic setting that reconfirms his right to
sovereignty. Arthur, Kay, and Gawain are careful to ritualize their various hunts in order
to validate their actions as noble: Arthur assaults the boar alone, Kay accosts Menealfe
and formally challenges him to a duel, Gawain engages Menealfe after setting up clear
parameters for the fight, and Menealfe recounts how he taunted the lady’s companions
and so won her in a fair fight. Through this ritualization of the hunt both the non-human
(the boar) and the human (Menealfe) are considered prey.
Arthur’s fight against the boar is the most overtly physical demonstration of
sovereign mastery, and, to this end, the boar is at once an animal in the woods and the
object against which Arthur defines himself. From the very outset the boar is humanized;
the hunter describes his encounter with the "grim gryse" (grim ghost, 31) in terminology
common to jousts between two knights: "On him splid my spere / And mycull of my
nothir gere" (On him I split my spear, and much of my other gear, 41-42) and his
coloring, "blake as a bere" (black as a bear, 53) recalls the visages of knights with faces
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so blackened with blood that they are unrecognizable.6 After hearing the hunter's tale
Arthur, eager for adventure as always, declares that only he shall have the privilege of
fighting such a monster and, by claiming for himself the right to hunt the beast, he has
given it significance beyond that of other animals in the forest. Arthur’s huntsman,
recognizing the unusual strength of the boar, counsels Arthur to leave the beast alone:
“Yaw that, such him nevyr more! / Butte sette my hed opon a store / Butte giff he flaey
you all fawre / That griselich geste!” (You there, search for him never more! But set my
head upon a stake, If he flays not all you four, that grisly ghost! 109-12). The hunter’s
exasperation with Arthur’s brashness stems perhaps, from his first-hand knowledge of all
the death that the boar can and has brought; his den, we are told, is filled with the bones
of hounds and men. The hunter is willing to bet his own life that Arthur and his knights
will not survive this encounter, making, in a way, the first vow in the poem, and in so
doing sets up the situation in which the king’s body is just as vulnerable as the rest of the
bodies laying in the boar’s lair. The boar then becomes the object — both literally and
figuratively — of Arthur's vow:
Myne avow make I:
Were he nevyr so hardy,
Yone Satenas to say —
To brittun him and downe bringe,
Wythoute any helpinge,
And I may have my levynge
6

Consider, for example, Sir Thomas Mallory’s Morte de Arthur in which Balyn and
Balan faces are so blackened with blood that they cannot recognize each other. Stephen
H. A. Shepherd, ed., Le Morte Darthur (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2004),
60, line 4.
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Hen till tomorne atte day!
[My vow make I: Were he never so hardy, yon fiend to assay, [I vow] to
butcher and bring him down without any help, And if I may live from now
until tomorrow morning!] (119-124)
The first two lines of Arthur's vow focus on the boar's prowess and fiendish nature,
creating an opponent that Arthur is morally bound to fight. The next two lines recall the
boar's physical presence: Arthur will bring him down and butcher him by his own hand.
With these words Arthur reminds us that the boar is both an ideological threat to Arthur’s
realm and a physical threat to Arthur's hounds and knights, whose bones lay mingled in
the boar’s lair. The final two lines return the focus to the king, who, after defeating the
boar, will live to see another day; a renewal that the king enacts when he falls asleep only
to be awakened the following morning by his knights. On this new day Arthur has remade himself as king even as, "his maistry he mekes" (his mastery he makes, 240) over
the boar. This "maistry" illuminates Arthur's understanding of the boar and the threat he
poses: it is not just an animal to be hunted for sport, but a threat to be mastered, and,
given the huntsman’s reluctance to believe that the king could defeat such a “grim gryse,”
such a victory is demonstrably required to sustain a belief in his sovereignty.In fighting
the boar himself, Arthur is creating a symbolic link between his physical battle with the
boar and his need, through such encounters with other knights, to re-create his mastery
and sovereignty.
This link between the boar and knights is further strengthened by the language
used to describe the battle. The boar is armored with a hide that serves as his shield: "so
sekir was his shilde" (so strong was his hide, 196). The poet's word choice is striking
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here: "sekir," and "shilde" have meanings both martial and animal. "Sekir"7 is of
Germanic derivation meaning “safe from harm” that can also be used to describe
defensive armor, and "shilde," along with the obvious translation to shield, also specifies
the thick hide of a boar that covers the haunches.8 With such armor, the boar is well
defended against Arthur's spear, which breaks into splinters trying to pierce the boar's
tough hide. The boar has spears of his own, “tusshes of thre fote," with which he attacks
Arthur, splintering the king’s shield and knocking him off his horse so fiercely that
Arthur is “stonet starke ded” (tusks three feet long, 191, stunned stone dead, 205). The
Avowyng poet complicates the relationship between Arthur and the boar—between an
animal and a knight—by allowing his language to be applied to both participants in the
battle. Arthur has a hide and tusks just as much as the boar as a shield and a spear, and
the result is at once highly symbolic and incredibly fleshy—a combination necessary for
Arthur to fully master the boar.
Once Arthur has slain the boar he immediately proceeds to butcher it, an act that
re-establishes his mastery over the animal he has killed. Karl Steel engages the
confrontation between Arthur and the boar as an act reasserting Arthur's actual humanity
against the perceived humanity of the boar. Steel argues that it is precisely because swine
were so similar to humans that they were seen as the "most animal of animals," a
distinction that makes it all the more important that Arthur establish his mastery over the

7

Oxford English Dictionary, s.v. "sicker,"
http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/179195?redirectedFrom=sekir (accessed December 04,
2014).
8
Oxford English Dictionary s.v. "shield,”
http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/178068?rskey=fl7KbK&result=1 (accessed December
04, 2014). Interestingly, cooks use this skin when cooking the "brede" or roast meat of
the haunches, to wrap the meat in to keep it from drying out when cooking.
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boar lest he become an animal himself (186). This threat is heightened by the fact that
the boar has, again, butchered unnumbered knights, making him similar to Arthur in
martial standing. Steel interprets the boar as "a grotesque mirror of his [Arthur's] royal
authority," and extends this violence to knights such as Kay who are act under Arthur’s
jurisdiction (192). This mirroring calls into question both Arthur's humanity and the
boar's inhumanity: if, as Steel argues, Arthur creates his humanity by defeating the boar,
then there is also the potential for the boar, if he had butchered the king, to assert its own
humanity over Arthur. The battle between Arthur and the boar creates a moment of
uncertainty in which both the king and the boar vacillate between humanity and
inhumanity. Even though Arthur defeats the boar, the bones of knights in the boar's cave
stand as a testimony to the boar’s past triumphs, and, the fact that Arthur uses the boar's
carcass to declare his own humanity resonates with the bones in boar’s den. This tension
resonates throughout the rest of the text as Arthur uses bodies—whether human or
animal—to define his own humanity and sovereignty. The boar’s attack on the king’s
body again recalls the bones of knights and hounds that lay heaped together in the boar’s
den, bodies that the boar has “brittunt all to bonus” (butchered all to bones, 184), a
reminder that, as Jeanne Provost illuminates, “his body, too, is composed of a vulnerable
flesh like that of the animals he butchers.”9 The boar threatens the physical body of the
king without regard to his sovereignty,10 a stark reminder that all bodies, bodies royal and

9

This is not the first time Arthur has been found vulnerable in the forest; moments after
butchering a deer in The Wedding of Sir Gawain and Dame Ragnelle Arthur is prone
before Sir Gromer who, addressing him tellingly as “Kyng alone” (60), threatens his life
in reparation for his lost lands.
10
For more on Medieval anxiety on the contrast between the infirmities that can afflict
the physical body of the king, and the invulnerability necessary for the spiritual body of
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bodies animal, are vulnerable in the same way. In this moment all bodies in the text—
and the text is replete with the bodies of kings, washer-women, boars, knights, hunters,
ladies, and hounds—are piled together without any order or hierarchy to privilege one
body over the other.
Included in this pile are also bones and shields and spears, so that not only are the
living bodies pressed together but the non-living as well: Arthur's shield and spear are
extensions of his own body just as much as the boar's tough hide and long tusks. This
rather confusing jumble of things is evocative of Jane Bennett’s “assemblages”, a term
she appropriated to mean an “ad hoc groupings of diverse elements, of vibrant materials
of all sorts” in her efforts to describe the curious way in which groupings of objects, or
“member-actants,” work together to produce quasi-unified effects (22-24). Although
Bennett illustrates this phenomena with an electrical power grid outage, the same effect
can be seen here in Avowyng: spears, tusks, armor, boar, man, bones, hounds, trees, roots,
and shields all work together in this moment to create a battle, a struggle for mastery, and
when Arthur kills the boar, it is not he alone that does it but rather the gathering of
member-actants on the whole that produced the effect. Bennett explains it this way:
“because each member-actant maintains an energetic pulse slightly ‘off’ from that of the
assemblage, an assemblage is never a stolid block but an open-ended collective … an
assemblage thus not only has a distinct history of formation but a finite life span” (24).
In the process of trying to prove his mastery over the boar Arthur has in fact been caught
up with the boar as another object in a greater assembly. Although this assemblage
between Arthur and the boar has a “finite life span” culminating in the boar’s defeat and
the king see Ernst H. Kantorowicz, The King’s Two Bodies: A Study in Mediaeval
Political Theology (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1998), esp. chapter 1.
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butchering, member-actants from this grouping go on to form other assemblages, all of
which in totality create the text of Avowyng.
Keeping with Bennet’s assemblages, I wish to add Menealfe in to the grouping of
member-actants that Arthur encounters in the woods, thus compounding the significance
of Arthur's butchering and subsequent carrying home of the boar's flesh. In keeping with
the diptych structure of the poem, the battle between Arthur and the boar is mirrored
neatly in the combat between Kay and Menealfe and, later, Gawain and Menealfe.
Searching for someone to fight to the death, Kay encounters Menealfe in the woods
leading a lady whom he has captured and intends to rape. Addressing him as a "recraiand
knyghte” (cowardly knight, 293), Kay challenges him and demands his name and history.
Menealfe then recounts a tale of violence, explaining how he taunted and slew the lady's
companions, spilling "muche blode” (much blood, 314). Like the boar, Menealfe is a
threat found in the woods with a history of violence and the promise of more violence to
come. Taylor reveals how “Kay’s disastrous combat with the errant knight — in which
Kay’s shield is “toschildurt” (splintered, 329) before Kay is unhorsed (331) — is
juxtaposed with Arthur’s fight with the boar” (45). Traveling as Menealfe's hostage, Kay
makes it to the Tarn Wathling where he finds Gawain and enlists his help against
Menealfe. The duel between Gawain and Menealfe reads like a condensed version of the
conflict between Arthur and the boar, albeit with comic relief from Kay. The real
similarities, however, manifest in how Arthur and Gawain treat their conquests. Just as
Arthur enacts total control over the boar's body by butchering it and placing its head on a
stick, so too Gawain establishes his authority over Menealfe's body by demanding that he
bodily present himself to the Queen.
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“The birde and the brede/ to Carlisle thay bringe”: the birde and the meat—the
lady and the man—are consumed by Arthur and his court. The boar literally so, his
“brede” cooked in the kitchen that his stench foretold and, later, served at one of Arthur's
many feasts, where perhaps a tale of the king's battle with the boar would be recounted.
Menealfe, in keeping with the pattern established by other Northern Gawain Romances,
is sworn in as a knight of the Round Table.11 In doing so, Menealfe is swearing to use his
body to protect the king. Arthur's defeat of the boar and his integration of Menealfe into
his service has been an extended performance of bodies, wherein Arthur defeats and
maneuvers these said bodies to recreate his sovereignty through the ritual of the hunt—
killing, butchering, and eating the boar—and the ritual of the law—defeating, presenting,
and swearing in Menealfe. If we envision Arthur’s court as a sovereign body comprised
of men, women, children, animals, and objects of all sorts, then each thing Arthur takes in
affects the body as a whole. Returning to Jane Bennett’s assemblages in which she
“constructs food as itself an actant in an agentic assemblage,” we can draw a connection
between the literal consumption of the boar into the King’s physical body and the
figurative consumption of Menealfe, a murderer and rapist, into the assemblage of his
sovereignty (51). The king ought to be more careful about what he eats: after all, we
know that the ultimate downfall of Arthur’s court comes from corruption within.
Like Menealfe, when the hunting party arrives back at court in Carlisle the
unnamed lady must also present himself before the queen. Menealfe explains that she
was the motivation for the second battle between himself and Gawain: “He sayd,
11

In The Carle of Carlisle, the murderous Karlyle becomes a knight of the Round Table
despite having killed innumerable knights; in The Awntyrs off Arthur Sir Galeron is
sworn in despite his hatred for Gawain; and in The Turk and Sir Gawain the “Turk,” Sir
Gromer, is assimilated into the brotherhood of knights.
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‘Medame, Gawan, your knyghte, / On werre hase wonun me tonyghte, / Be chesun of this
birde brighte” (He said, Madame, Gawain, your knight, has defeated me tonight, on
behalf of this bright bird, 541-43). Although presented as the causer of the conflict
between the two knights, the unnamed lady requires no judgement or ceremony to be
brought into Carlisle. This seeming conflict between her eminence as the sought-after
prize of a jousting match and the unceremonious silence with which she is brought into
court underscores her lack of agency. Whereas she had a voice in the forest to cry out
against Menealfe and to praise Gawain, now she is silent throughout the exchange
between Menealfe and the queen. Guinevere herself does not acknowledge her, and no
information is given regarding her fate at Carlisle. It is as if her place in the court is so
understood that it needs not be expounded upon, but that in itself is telling: we do not
need to know what happens to her or Menealfe once they enters Carlisle, because
everyone already knows. As a prize won by Gawain she will be integrated into the court,
an occurrence so lacking in any agency or action on her part that it needs no exposition.
and as a result disappears from the text. Like so may other women in the text she, and
her fate, remain unnamed. They have fully become a part of Arthur’s machine.
Appearing throughout the Northern Gawain Romances and other contemporary
texts, the “birde bryghte” trope—that is, referring to a lady as a bird— is fairly common.
In fact, the word bird and all its variations12 appear in Avowing fifteen times, ten of which
appear in lines 273-572 during the episode involving the unnamed lady, and eight of

12

Variations include: birde (lines 140, 279, 323, 359, 485, 491, and 542), biurde (lines
295, 508, 734, 987, 998, and 1141), birdus (line 318), and byurde (line 464)
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those have the description bryghte with it. The MED defines birde13 as "a woman of
noble birth," especially when the term is used in poetry. Interestingly, this use of the
word was often confused with burd,14 another poetic word for woman, though not
explicitly in this text. Burd is a companion word to berne,15 an obscure term referring to
a "warrior or hero" that also has etymological roots in the Old English eofor,16 or "wild
boar." Acknowledging the rambling nature of that logic, it is pertinent to see a linguistic
connection between the boar and the bird, the warrior and the lady, that goes beyond their
association in the Avowyng. Such a link further strengthens the unnamed lady's
connection with bird imagery through the knight's connection with the boar.
Although, there are no actual birds in this poem, the association between the
feminine and the avian has a rich textual history. Ovid’s Metamorphoses contains almost
innumerable stories of avian transformation, not the least of which is the tale of
Philomela and her sister, a story that Chaucer17 also adapts in his Legend of Good
Women. Chaucer also pairs a woman and a bird in The Squire's Tale. Canacee and the
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Middle English Dictionary s.v. “birde,” http://quod.lib.umich.edu/cgi/m/mec/medidx?type=id&id=MED4711 (accessed December 14th 2014).
14
Oxford English Dictionary s.v. "burd,”
http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/24880?redirectedFrom=burd (accessed December 04,
2014).
15
Oxford English Dictionary “berne,"
http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/17954?redirectedFrom=berne (accessed December 04,
2014). The OED describes burd as “the female counterpart to berne.”
16
Oxford English Dictionary s.v. “eofor”
http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/65306?redirectedFrom=eofor (accessed December 04,
2014).
17
Although the Ireland Blackburn manuscript, the sole surviving copy of Avowing, dates
to the third quarter of the fifteenth century, there is evidence that Avowing may have
been composed as early as the last quarter of the fourteenth century, dating it at the same
time period as the late fourteenth century , making it a contemporary of Chaucer. See
Thomas Hahn, ed., Sir Gawain: Eleven Romances and Tales, (Kalamazoo: Medieval
Institute Publications, 1995), 116-117.
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peregrine falcon (another female) create an alliance against faithless men, a connection
which Crane complicates by noting that, in this case, “gender difference is more
persistent, and more perilous, than species difference” (“For the Birds” 34). Although
bird anthropomorphism informs, in part, representations in these and other Chaucerian
texts,18 Leslie Kordecki is quick to correct this reflex. Kordecki clarifies, “our
generalizations about animal metaphor have lost us the animal that medieval readers saw
and experienced in the world, the animal that may have been more apparent to them in
the text than we have previously credited” (258). Let us assume for a moment that the
bird invoked by the phrase "birde bryghte” in the Avowyng was more physically than
symbolically present in the minds of its readers and that, by refusing to name the lady and
by his repeated use of “birde bryghte,” the poet has effectively given her, by association,
the body of a bird. Thus embodied, this lady can be claimed or won by knights such as
Menealfe and Gawain, who recounts how he “wanne this biurde bryghte” (508) in their
ritualized hunt in the forest.
The poet’s repeated designation of the lady, using non-human animal
terminology, stands in contrast to his choice to name Menealfe in human, even political
terms. Menealfe underscores the political ramifications of this designation when he
explains how he won the lady himself:
I fouchet hur atte Ledelle,
Ther hur frindus con I felle
As foes in a fighte.
So I talket hom tille
18

For example, see the many birds in The Parliament of Fowles, the eagle in House of
Fame, and the rooster Chanticlear in The Nun’s Priest Tale.
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That muche blode conne I spille,
And all agaynus thayre awne wille
There wan I this wighte.
[I captured her at Liddel, where her friends did I defeat as foes in a fight.
In such ways I talked to them until I spilled much blood, and all against
her own will there I won this person.] (310-316)
Although Menealfe here describes a battle between knights at a castle, the image of the
bird (and thus fowl or game) turns the battle into a hunt, an association that is further
augmented by the proximity of Arthur’s own recent hunt. Much as Arthur moves north
to Carlisle, Menealfe travels north to Liddel,19 just outside of Carlisle, engaging in a
gruesome battle there for the lady. Here both men have traveled north to the AngloScottish border to hunt game and, by extension, authority. If, as I have argued, we can
conflate the boar with Menealfe in particular, and knights in general, then Arthur’s battle
with the boar is not too different from Menealfe’s attack on Liddel. In both situations at
least, the king and Menealfe are proving their mastery through physical combat. Viewed
this way, the battle at Liddel and the hunt for the boar are essentially the same,
substituting the animal life in one the human in the other. Having won the day’s spoils
through the brashness of his knight Kay and the courtesy of his knight Gawain, Arthur
proceeds to take his winnings home. In one compelling line, we are told, “Bothe the
birde and the brede / To Carlele thay bringe” (491-492). Here the meat and the lady are
conflated into commodities appropriated by the King and his agents, winnings to be
19

Hahn identifies Ledelle as being Liddel Strength, “a fortification about ten miles north
of Carlisle, on the Liddel River, at the border of Scotland and England.” Thomas Hahn,
ed., Sir Gawain: Eleven Romances and Tales, (Kalamazoo: Medieval Institute
Publications, 1995): 157.
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brought back to court. One he gives to his cook, and the other to his wife. This one-line
conflation of animal life and human life illustrates the need for the sovereign to make and
re-make his mastery through rituals such as the hunt and the battle, while also
acknowledging that the various actants in these rituals—animals, ladies, knights, spears,
kings—are all participants in political maneuverings that extend beyond the forest and
into the court.
While it is clear that the boar meat is the spoils of the hunt, it is perhaps not so
readily obvious that the lady is as well; however, an examination of the language shared
by Menealfe and Gawain reveals that both knights saw the lady as a prize to be won.
Both knights are described as having “won” the lady in combat. Menealfe boasts to Kay
that, after the battle at Liddel, “There wan I this wighte” and, later, Kay, describing the
encounter between Gawain and Menealfe to Arthur, says of Gawain that “He wanne this
biurde bryghte” (He won this bright bird, 508). The repeated use of the word “wan” in
both these lines reveals a shared understanding between the knights that the woman can
indeed be won; that she is in effect the reward for success in battle. “Wan” and “wanne”
are each used to this effect in other contemporary texts. In the fourteenth-century couplet
verse romance “Guy of Warwick” the poet describes the elaborate armor given to outfit
Guy before he battles the giant: “Hit was Alexaundris the kyng:/ He hit wan at a
fyghtyng./ He slow the kyng priamoure therfore,/ And wanne there much more”20 (It was
King Alexander’s, he won it in a battle. He slew the king Priam therefore, and won there
much more, 8113-16). In this instance the armor (and much more) that King Alexander

20

Corpus of Middle English Prose and Verse; “The romance of Guy of Warwick. The
first or 14th-century edition”; http://quod.lib.umich.edu/c/cme/ (Accessed January 4,
2016).
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“won” in battle is being given to Guy in preparation for his own battle against a giant; in
either case the armor is the reward for success in battle. I chose this passage in particular
to draw attention to the use of “wan” in relation to an object in order to emphasize how
very little agency the lady has in the matter. Like Alexander’s helmet, she can be
repeatedly won in battle and later even gifted by those that own her, as is demonstrated
by the fact that Gawain gives her to Guinevere. Similarly, in John Gower’s Confessio
Amantis, another couplet verse poem from the fourteenth century, Pygmalion wins his
wife Galatea: “The colde ymage he fielith warm/ Of fleissh and bon and full of lif./ Lo,
thus he wan a lusti wif” (The cold statue he finds warm, of flesh and bones and full of
life. Lo, thus he won a healthy wife. 4422-24).21 Here Galatea, the statue-that-comes-tolife, is the reward for Pygmalion’s victory in Love. Again, the use of the word “wan”
places all the action on Pygmalion; whether as a statue or a wife Galatea remains nothing
more than the prize for Pygmalion’s efforts.
Significantly, the lady only speaks when she is in the forest—once she leaves, she
no longer has a story. In the forest she cries out against Menealfe and later laughs while
praising Gawain:
Sayn Maré myghte me spede
And save me madunhede,
And giffe the knyghte for his dede
Bothe soro and care!”
(Saint Mary, help me and save my maidenhood, and give this knight for
his deed both sorrow and care! 281-4)
21

Corpus of Middle English Prose and Verse; “John Gower’s Confessio amantis”;
http://quod.lib.umich.edu/c/cme/ (Accessed January 4, 2016).
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………………………………
Then loghe that damesell dere
And lovet wyth a mylde chere
God and Sir Gawain.
[Then laughed the lady dear and loved with a mild cheer God and Sir
Gawain.] (510-12)
Both these men are her direct captors and, while Gawain is certainly the more courteous
of the two, her speech in each case can be seen as a form of resistance. Her struggle
against Menealfe is understandable: he clearly wishes her harm and has taken her from
her “frindus” at Liddel (310). She pleas to Saint Mary for help and wishes upon him
“bothe soro and care”: she may not be able to fight, but her words are aggressive and
damning.
Although the lady praises Gawain with a “mylde chere,” her laughter is
uncomfortable and unexpected in the text. Her laughter comes on abruptly, interrupting
Kay’s recitation of the day’s events: “‘He toke him there to presunnere’— / Then loghe
that damesell dere” (He took him there as prisoner—then laughed the lady dear. 509-10).
Although arguably the lady could be laughing along with Kay at Menealfe’s downfall, I
believe that the lady is also here expressing anxiety at her continued state of captivity.
Her laughter comes right on the word “presunnere,” and, even though Menealfe is the
prisoner referred to in this line, the lady too is a prisoner in this moment. Like Menealfe
she is being brought to Carlisle, and like Menealfe she will also be presented to the
Queen for approval. And even though she is no longer Menealfe’s captive, she now has
to share a horse with him since the king had to take her own: “Downe thay take that birde
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bryghte, / Sette her one, behind the knyghte; / Hur horse for the King was dyghte” (They
take down the bright bird, and set her on another behind the knight [Menealfe]; her horse
was made ready for the king, 485-7). She has exchanged hands, but the lady still remains
a prisoner herself, and is frighteningly close to her would-be rapist. Her uneasy laughter
then, interrupting the tale right at the “presunnere,” calls attention to her own status as a
prisoner.
Acknowledging that “wan” and “wanne” have a textual history of being used in
reference to battles and rewards brings us back to the situation the lady now finds herself
in: she has become no more or less an object than Alexander’s helm or Pygmalion’s
statue. Like the boar meat, she is a thing hunted and won. Whatever agency she has, or
once had, is now controlled by the knights and she is just as much a prisoner as Menealfe.
Her laughter, then, marks the anxiety and discomfort inherent in being both rescued and
imprisoned, a lady and an object.
Even though the lady is alarmed by the word “presunnere,” Kay is actually
referring to Menealfe in these lines, and connecting the lady and Menealfe in this way—
both as prisoners—emphasizes their shared subjugation to Arthur. For while the lady’s
imprisonment is an indirect result of the day’s battle, Menealfe’s capture is a direct result
of his defeat to Gawain. The lady’s laughter, whether resulting from her own uneasiness
or her amusement at Menealfe’s defeat, vocalizes the similarities of their situation: both
have been subsumed by Arthur, and both will shortly be prone before the queen.
Contrasting to the lady’s laughter, Menealfe’s response to Arthur’s inquiry as to his
ransom is a frank statement of fact:
I conne notte say the thertille:
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Hit is at the Quene wille;
Qwi schuld I layne?
Bothe my dethe and my lyfe
Is inne the wille of thi wife,
Quethur ho wulle stynte me of my strife
Or putte me to payne.
[I cannot tell you about that: It is in the Queen’s will; Why should I lie?
Both my death and my life is in the will of thy wife, whether she will
make an end of my life or set me some penalty.] (518-524)
Menealfe acknowledges that he does not know what his fate will be; in this respect at
least, he and the unnamed lady are similar in that both of their lives are in someone else’s
hands. Menealfe clearly states what the lady's laughter is masking: that for both of them
“my dethe and my lyfe/ Is inne the wille of thi wife.” In a text that up to this point has
been to great pains to front masculine mastery as Arthur and his knights triumph over the
boar, the lady, and even the woods, Menealfe stark acknowledgement of his own
subjugation marks a turning point in the text in which all bodies can potentially be
mastered. Indeed, shortly after the lady and Menealfe arrive at Carlisle the lady silently
becomes a member of the court and Menealfe is sworn into the knights of the Round
Table where he will bodily serve the king. Even though Guinevere’s will is ultimately
ruled by Arthur's preferences, Menealfe does have to stand before her with his “nowne
body” (own body, 547), a moment that complicates the patterns of dominance seen in the
text so far. In fact, in this moment Menealfe is subject to the Queen, who is subject to the
King, who himself is subject to the book of laws—the very book they “fochet furth…All
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thayre laes for to loke” (fetched forth, all their laws for to look, 565). A book that,
although written by Arthur, would have been made from the skins of animals.
With all these bodies assembled together Arthur must perform his mastery over
bodies human, animal, male and female; only this time he must do so in court, not in the
forest. And although he succeeds—Guinevere defers to his wishes, Menealfe is sworn
into his service, and the book of laws is closed—one of his knights, Baldwin, has yet to
prove his vows fulfilled. At this point Menealfe and the unnamed lady disappear from
the text, only to be recalled in unnerving ways in the second half of the poem.

Bodies as objects

Although at first glance Baldwin’s fables seem to be disconnected from the
events that provoke their telling, the violence inherent in these tales actually relate to the
violence done to and by bodies throughout the entire text. I use the term fables
deliberately because I want to connect the humans in these tales with the animals—
specifically the boar and the bird—present earlier in the text. While apogees or parables
tell stories of human misadventure to make a point, a fable uses animals to draw
conclusions about human behavior. Although the soldier, messenger, and washer-women
in these tales are human, Baldwin makes use of their follies (and their bodies) to draw
conclusions about how he will conduct his own life. Baldwin has taken actual events in
his life—a battle, a siege, and an encampment—and mentally transformed the people in
those situations into fable-like characters in a move that, by placing himself outside of the
fable as interpreter, makes him distinctly human and, as such, a sort of mini-sovereign in
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his own space. Baldwin's tales, however, illuminate what Arthur's actions in Avowying
so far have not: that animals, whether human or otherwise, in the hands of a sovereign
can become little more than objects to be used at the sovereign’s discretion.
While Baldwin’s fable shares the same general framework as Chaucer’s
Pardoner’s Tale—both stories centering on three companions who, motivated by
jealously, kill each other—Baldwin’s fable of washer-women and soldiers focuses on
bodies in a way that Chaucer’s comrades do not. Chaucer’s three companions, sworn to
defeat Death, abandon their quest after finding “so much gold.” The language in this text
is mostly concerned with gold and death, as the Pardoner uses his tale to prime his
audience to buy his pardons. From the moment the three friends discover the nearly
eighty bushels of gold it remains present in the text whether in their minds or secure
beside them under the tree. The three friend’s mutual betrayals are each motivated by
jealousy over the “floryns” (770) and the Pardoner in turn closes his tale with a warning
against the “synne of avarice” (905), again fronting the gold as the center of the tale
(Benson 200). The alignment of Death with the gold—the old man says you shall find
death under the tree—reinforces the gold’s power as an object that can also be an actant
in the tale. By contrast, Baldwin’s fable, lacking gold, makes the washer-women’s
bodies themselves the object that provokes murderous jealousy. The women kill and are
killed because their bodies are more “beautiful,” and they must serve the men night and
day with their bodies as recompense; even their corpses—abandoned in a well or with
their throat cut—remain in the text to witness to their murders.
The similarities between Chaucer’s Pardoner's Tale and Baldwin’s washerwomen tale illuminate how the bodies of these women shift between being human, and
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therefore protected and accountable to the law, to being objects maneuvered by their
ruler. Significantly, Arthur, too, manipulates the bodies and objects surrounding him as
he tries to entrap Baldwin into breaking his vows. He first does this when he tests
Baldwin's bravery by sending six fully-armed knights to challenge his return to Carlisle:
“Yisse,” quod the King, “on that comande,
That o payne on life and on londe
That ye do him no wrunge,
Butte save wele my knyghte.
As men monly him mete,
And sithun forsette him the strete:
…………………………………
Him is lefe, I dar lay,
To hald that he heighte.”
[“Yes” says the King, “on the provision that on pain of life and lands you
do him to harm, but save well my knight. As knights chivalrously accost
him, and then bar from him the street…to him it is precious, I dare say, to
hold to what he has sworn.] (589-594, 603-4)
The king here not only arranges a confrontation between his knights, but also dictates
where and how the skirmish will take place, making provision for Baldwin’s safety.
Because the knights have covered themselves with capes so “thay wold noghte be
kennet” (they would not be recognized 619), Baldwin believes the blockade to be in
earnest and attacks without restraint, keeping his vow but also endangering the lives of
the knights in his path. Arthur's disregard for the welfare of his own knights repeats itself
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as Arthur continues to test Baldwin's fidelity to his vows, culminating in a scene where
Arthur sits down to play “chekkere” (chess 861), manipulating the chess pieces in a game
much as he has been manipulating the bodies of his knights. Arthur next sends his
“mynstrelle” (minstrel, 705) to assess Baldwin’s hospitality to strangers. Not the most
dangerous mission, to be sure, but one that, through the abundant description of feasting
at “Burdes thay were nevyr bare,/ Butte evyr eovurt clene” (tables that were never bare,
but always completely covered [with food] 751-2), emphasizes the fleshy nature of
Baldwin’s vows that concern themselves with bodily, and sovereign, substance: war,
food, and sex. Arthur has demonstrated his willingness to use bodies to test Baldwin’s
fidelity to his vow on war (bravery) and food (hospitality), but has yet to test his knight’s
final vow to never be jealous of a woman.
In perhaps the most deliberate manipulation of bodies thus far, Arthur arranges a
bed trick to see if Baldwin will break his final vow and respond with jealously to his
wife's perceived infidelity. After entering the lady’s room despite her protests, Arthur
arranges one of his knights and the lady in bed so that it seem so that they have spent an
amorous night together:
Thenne the Kyng sayd to his knyghte,
“Sonne that thou were undyghte,
And in yondur bedde ryghte!
Hie the gud spede!”
……………………………………..
He sayd, “Lye downe prevely hur by,
Butte neghe noghte thou schall dey
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For thi derfe dede;
Ne noghte so hardy thou stur,
Ne onus turne the to hur.”
The tother sayd, “Nay, sur!”
For him hade he drede.
[Then the King said to his knight, “[I command] thou to immediately
undress, and in yonder bed lie! Hasten with good speed!”… He said “Lie
down closely by her, but touch thou not that Lady; for and if thou do, thou
shall die for this grievous deed; nor be so bold that you become aroused,
nor once turn to her.” The other said “No, sir!” For he had dread of him.]
(845-860)
Once again Arthur places bodies in a dangerous situation as he reassures the lady, “the
stryve for to stylle” (put an end to the contest 844). On the king’s command the knight
places himself in a situation where Baldwin could kill him for laying with his wife, and
the king could kill him if he does not strictly obey his command to lie in bed and touch
her not. They lady, too, must obey the king and grant him entry into her room despite her
misgivings, and allow the knight to lay with her, though she “wex drede” (wax dread
851). In all three attempts to induce Baldwin to break his vows Arthur has deceitfully
used bodies—covering the six knights’ armor so Baldwin would not recognize them, and
sending his minstrel to Baldwin’s home as a spy—but this bed trick is the most blatant
use of bodies, and deception, to entrap Baldwin. As if to underscore his manipulations,
Arthur immediately sits down to play chess:
Thenne the Kyng asshet a chekkere,
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And cald a damsel dere;
Down that sette hom in fere
Opon the bedsyde.
[Then the King asked of a chesboard, and called a damsel dear, together
they sat down upon the bedside.] (861-4)
Arthur plays with chess pieces in the same way he plays with bodies, using both as
objects at his disposal. He and the lady play all night, while Arthur “lookette as he lay,
Baudewynne to byde (looks as he plays, awaiting Baldwin 871-2). Arthur is playing
chess with game pieces and with bodies, simultaneously laying traps for both.
Upon his return, Baldwin reacts with seeming indifference to Arthur’s
machinations and, in counterbalance to the king’s absolute sovereignty, responds with a
tale demonstrating Baldwin’s own experiences with power. What follows is a fable of
jealousy, murder, and prostitution at best; it is also, however, a story of bodies. Baldwin
recounts that, as a reward for his success in battle he was given lordship, a castle, five
hundred knights, and only three women to serve them. After the first two women have
killed the third because she is more beautiful that the others and “all the loce in the lise”
(all the praise in thee lies, 937), Baldwin threatens them with death as a punishment but
the women beg him to
Lette us have oure life,
And we shall atte your bidding be
As mycull as we all thre;
Is none of yaw in preveté
Shall have wontyng of wyfe.
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[Let us have our life, and we shall at your bidding be as much as when
there were three of us; none of you in your bed shall have wanting of a
wife.] (944-948)
In these lines the women are clearly recognizing the absolute power Baldwin has, as
sovereign, over their lives and bodies. Because of their crime, Baldwin can have them
slain or pardoned at his discretion. In an effort to sway his decision in their favor, the
women bargain with him: let us live, they say essentially, and our bodies will no longer
be own own. From this point on the two women serve Baldwin and his five hundred men
with “thayre body uch nyghte” (their bodies each night, 951). The situation then repeats
itself: the first woman kills the other out of envy because she was more lovely. Again,
the woman stands before Baldwin for her crimes, but this time he asks “Quether ho may
serve us all to pay;/ That is a bettur rede” (whether she will serve us satisfactorily, that is
a better plan 962-3). And again, she promises to serve the men day and night with her
body: “Ho held us wele that ho heghte,/And dighte us on the daylighte,/ and hur body ich
nyghte/ Intill oure bed beed” (She preformed well her promise to us, and served us on the
day, and she offered her body each night into our bed. 969-972).
The repeated use of the word “body” is striking. In fact, the entire structure of
this Baldwin’s first fable is striking for its doubles: two murders, two trails, two pardons,
and finally, two bodies. Just as the overall structure of the entire Avowyng text hinges
upon itself, mirroring Baldwin’s vows with their fulfillment, so too this small fable
doubles in itself, creating folds within folds in the text. In a diptych poem layered with
doubles and mirrors, this quick, almost staccato repetition makes the women’s bodies all
the more salient. The sudden and insistently corporeal presence of these bodies, in a
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fable that seems to be concerned with jealousy and murder and the nature of women,
redirects the attention of the fable outward to the other bodies in the text as a whole. Just
as these washer-women were made prone before Baldwin, so too Menealfe and the lady
were set before Guinevere (and, by extension, Arthur) to be judged. And just as
Menealfe’s body is linked to the boar, and the lady’s body to the bird, so too the washerwomen in this fable are reduced in the end to a “body” present and useful only inasmuch
as it serves the knights in the castle. Thus Baldwin’s repeated reference to “thayre body”
and “hur body” corporealizes in the text what otherwise could, or would, have remained
abstract. To go further, it unapologetically confirms that the services performed by these
washer-women is not something they do themselves, but rather something essentially
done by and with their bodies. The washer-women in Baldwin’s fable are especially
troubling because they are so blatantly used by the soldiers in the camp. Baldwin’s
culminating story is effective because it unapologetically demonstrates that bodies are
disposable and there for the use of those in power. It is, then, not a kindness that he
shows his wife when he says that she may do “hur awen wille (her own will, 897), but
rather an utter disregard for her personally. Like the washer women, and the knight, and
the boar and the lady, she is only so much flesh, and, if she is no longer serviceable they
can be replaced.
Baldwin’s reactions to his wife’s supposed infidelity range from wise acceptance,
to an outrageous story, and finally to seemingly contradictory advice on how to control
one’s wife. Although his reactions seem, and quite frankly are, contradictory, they each
share a preoccupation with her body. The king, presenting the knight and the lady in bed
together, asks Baldwin, almost gleefully I can imagine, “Art thou wroth?” (893). Having
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already tested Baldwin’s courage and generosity, this is Arthur’s final chance to see if the
knight will keep his vows. Surely, the young king thinks, the sight of his wife in bed
with a naked knight will provoke Baldwin’s wrath. But Baldwin’s response is calm:
“Nay, Sir,” he sayd, “wythouten othe,
Ne wille the Lady no lothe.
I telle yo as quy —
For hitte was atte hur awen wille:
Els thurt no mon comme hur tille.
And gif I take hitte thenne to ille,
Muche maugreve have I.
For mony wyntur togedur we have bene,
And yette ho dyd me nevyr no tene:
And ich syn shall be sene
And sette full sorely.”
[Nay, sir, he said, without oath, Nor do I will the lady ill. I tell you why—
for it was at her own will, or else no man would dare come to her. And if
I take it then ill, much dishonor have I. For many winters together we
have been, and yet she never did me no injury: And each sin shall be seen
and established solemnly.] (894-904)
Although Baldwin’s reply seems to be addressed solely to his wife’s perceived infidelity,
it in fact alternately layers trust with accusations against both the king and his wife. He is
displaying here not so much a lack of jealousy as an ability to be patient before coming to
any conclusions; in this situation he is not the rash Kay, but he is also not the overly
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courteous Gawain either. Baldwin confirms his lack of jealousy to the king “wythouten
othe”— a subtle acknowledgement that he understands that this is a test, like the previous
two attempts, of his ability to keep his vows made in the forest. Realizing that this is a
test likely orchestrated by Arthur, Baldwin’s next lines carefully maneuver the complex
situation: “For hitte was atte hur awen wille:/ Els thurt no mon comme hur tille.” Here we
are reminded that although Baldwin asserts that no man would have dared approach his
lady against her will, Arthur did just that when he earlier demanded entrance to her room
“in derne for to play” (in secret to make love, 824). Here Baldwin accuses either his wife
of infidelity or his king of discourtesy, for she either willingly sought for the knight in her
bed, or the knight (and by extension Arthur) have forced their way in. His predicament is
difficult because he wishes to trust both his king and his wife, for, as he continues, “mony
wynter togedur we have bene,/ And yette ho dyd me nevyr no tene” (901-2). Although
Baldwin seems here to clearly be referring to his wife, he could also be gesturing to the
many years he has spent in Arthur’s service, and while the perceived indiscretion of his
wife is hurtful, even more so is the possibility that his king, whom Baldwin has served
with his life and body, could be complicit in the undertaking. The layers in Baldwin’s
accusations are further complicated by the pronoun “ho” which, although repeatedly
glossed in this text as “she,”22 is more broadly used in other Middle English texts as a
masculine pronoun.23
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In two places in particular there are discrepancies between editions as to the use of
“ho” or “he”, namely, lines 280 and 955. In each instance the Dahood edition emends
“he” to read “ho” to make it consistent with the rest of the text.
23
“Ho” is listed as one of the forms for the pronoun “he”, see:
http://quod.lib.umich.edu/cgi/m/mec/medidx?type=byte&byte=74019895&egdisplay=compact&egs=74038375. In contrast, the
listing for “she” contains no usages of “ho.”
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Recognizing the king’s implied betrayal here situates Baldwin both inside and
outside the power structures of sovereign and bodies, which is necessary for him to be
able to successfully narrate his fables. By aligning the king with Baldwin’s wife, he has
marked them both as fallible bodies that are subject to his—Baldwin’s—judgement. At
the same time however, Baldwin’s stories have all taken place in a military setting under
Constantine’s rule, making Baldwin both a ruler over a bodies and a body ruled. In the
stories that follow Baldwin tells of murderous women and prostitution, of men being shot
in barrels and wartime starvation, all things which are fleshy and bodily, and he uses
these stories to justify his very non-fleshy vows. For while Kay’s, and Gawain’s, and
Arthur’s vows—slaying a boar, fighting recreants, and watching over the Tarn
Wathling—could be physically performed and completed in the forest, Baldwin’s vows
extend into everyday life. In this way Baldwin establishes himself as a type of sovereign
who uses other’s bodies to give reason to his actions, which in turn highlights how Arthur
does—is doing—the same thing with all the bodies surrounding him. These stories
within a story, like little Matryoshka dolls, set up Baldwin as a miniature sovereign over
his own castle and as such Baldwin emulates Arthurs rule, while still under his rule.
Baldwin's fables, then, serve as mirrors to Arthur's own actions as a ruler. This
mirroring, of course, is part of the diptych structure of the poem, and is most clearly seen
in the washer-women fable, where the three women stand powerless before Baldwin just
as the unnamed lady and Menealfe stood before Arthur. In each of these cases the law
was used to judge, and then to bind into bodily service: the women are bond to serve the
men in bed each night, and Menealfe is bound to serve and defend the king with his own
life, or body. This story-within-a story framework for the second half of the diptych
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provides an alternate method for understanding the first half. For while the poem
ostensibly doubles Baldwin’s vows with their respective denouement, the subtext instead
seems to be doubling bodies—brave bodies, women's bodies, hospitable bodies—to
mirror Arthur’s rule with Baldwin’s fables.

Sovereign and bodies

The diptych itself hinges on the moment when, as Menealfe is sworn into the
king’s service, “thay fochet furth a boke,/ All thayre laes for to loke” (They fetched forth
a book, all their laws to look, 565-6). At the very structural center of this poem then is an
odd moment of a text within a text in which the reader is uncannily pulled out and
reminded of the book they themselves are holding. A book, remember, with vellum
pages made from the the skins of animals. Thus right at the moment when the poem
switches to Baldwin and his stories, the text takes a moment to assert itself as a text an in
so doing equalizes all the stories in the poem. It is like the infinite picture within a
picture, where one reality is contained wholly within another. The “boke” fetched in
Arthur’s court disorients the reader with its uncanny dualism: familiar because it is a
book, and impossible because it is an imaginary object in a Northern Gawain Romance.
This uncanny dualism alerts the reader to the unreliability of Baldwin, Arthur, and the
narrator; it is a reminder that the adventures and vows undertaken by Arthur and his
knights are just as much as story as Baldwin’s tales and that all of them, as stories, are
recorded in a book. Thus an infinite loop is created, with Baldwin’s stories and Arthur’s
“boke” contained within a text written on animal skins and, by handling the text, the
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reader becomes complicit in this use of bodies. Arthur's court and Baldwin’s fables are
an imitation—a reflection—of the real world, from the fourteenth-century to today, in
which bodies are constantly being thrown together in assemblages, where memberactants of humans, animals, and objects struggle together to establish a hierarchy of
being. Not much, it seems, has changed in the eight hundred years since The Avowyng of
Arthur was written.
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CHAPTER TWO

The Conquering Hawk-Lover in Marie de France’s Yonec

Marie de France’s twelfth-century lay Yonec presents a knight, Muldumarec, who
can change shape at will and who, through his metamorphoses, troubles binaries not only
between genders—male/female—but also between species—human/non-human. While
Muldumarec’s ability to transform into an animal is a power not uncommon in Marie’s
Lais, his transformation into a woman, the very lady, in fact, whom he is wooing, is more
profound. Muldumarec’s bodily transformations into the hawk and the lady prove
emblematic of the power relations between his body and theirs. As I will argue in this
chapter, just as Muldumarec (re)creates his sovereignty over the lady and the animal
through his own body, so too he establishes his rule over the land by literally bleeding
across it. If we examine the bodies in this text—male and female, human and nonhuman, bodies of land and blood and text—then we find how this twelfth-century, preCartesian text reflects upon and grapples with the same issues of bodies and sovereignty
that trouble post-humanist thinkers today. As I hope to demonstrate, Yonec’s many

transformations perform subtle commentary on the physical interplay between
sovereignty and the many bodies it hopes to subsume.
Marie’s self-nomenclating line “Marie al nom, et suis de France”—my name is
Marie, I am from France—closes the introduction to her collection of Fables, most of
which are translations of Aesop’s own narratives and, while Marie’s apologues
sometimes differ from Aesop’s, both groups of stories feature anthropomorphic animals
whose main purpose is to gesture back to humans. Reconciling or, perhaps more
accurately, aggravating, the differences between anthropomorphized animals and real,
present animals is part of my work here. At a surface level this distinction can be seen in
the animals of Marie’s Fables contrasted with those of her Lais: in the first group the
animals explicitly act out human mores, while the animals in the second group act
alongside humans in a tale. This distinction quickly falls apart however as critical
attention to both works suggests that the animals in the Lais have just as much potential
to symbolize human concerns as those in the Fables. The reverse, of course, is also true:
that the animals in both exist as co-inhabiters of the text alongside the humans. Critical
attention to Yonec in particular has been as varied as the bird-knight himself, and scholars
have gone to great lengths exploring the symbolic, cultural, theological, and, more
recently, political significance of the animals in this lay.24 June McCash in her wellinformed essay linking the Fables and the Lais details how the goshawk in Yonec, as a
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See K. Sarah-Jane Murray, "The Ring and the Sword: Marie De France's Yonec in
Light of the Vie De Saint Alexis" for an examination of Muldumarec as a Christ-figure,
and Rupert T. Pickens, "The Poetics of Androgyny in the Lais of Marie De France:
Yonec, Milun, and the General Prologue" for an interpretation of Marie’s anxieties of
poetic birth and androgyny. Emanuel J. Mickel, Jr. argues that the lay is about love and
its destructive effect on medieval heroes in "A Reconsideration of the Lais of Marie De
France.”
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recognized symbol for the courtly lover, would have already been familiar with Marie’s
twelfth-century readers from her taxonomy of animals in her Fables..25 Keeping with
transformations, but moving from the bedroom to the courtroom, Howard Bloch argues
that the presence of the transformations in the Fables and other contemporary writings
was linked to anxieties over the shifting spheres of influence as the court of Henry II
itself transformed from the personal to the bureaucratic.26 The werewolf in Bisclavret, a
favorite of critics, is shape-shifting, culture-shifting, and species-shifting; it is at once a
man, a wolf, a knight, a dog, a husband, and a vassal. Crane links Bisclavret’s
transformations with Marie’s efforts towards translation from the Breton language to
French (“Werewolf” 366), extending a seemingly simple account of shape-shifting into a
commentary on the act of translation and its social and political ramifications for the
twelfth-century female poet. Presenting the only two accounts of shape-shifting found in
Marie’s Lais, Bisclavret and Yonec are frequently considered together. Peggy
McCracken extends Crane’s argument to Yonec’s Muldumarec, whose “animal-human
transformations are metaphors for translation” (207). Emma Campbell furthers both
Crane’s and McCracken’s arguments, pressing the moment of transformation in both lays
to illuminate the true identity of the hawk-man and werewolf.
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Marie’s self-nomenclating line “Marie al nom, et suis de France”—my name is Marie,
I am from France—closes the introduction to her collection of Fables, most of which are
translations of Aesop’s own fables and, while Marie’s apologues sometimes differ from
Aesop’s, both groups of stories frequently feature anthropomorphic animals that do little
more than point back to humans.
26
Bloch writes that “Marie’s Fables is the expression of a wider anxiety having to do
with transformation…of Anglo-Norman society from the highly personalized preConquest system…into something on the order of an administratively efficient state in
which individuals might…distinguish or extinguish themselves, rise of fall, according to
unique merit rather than birth” (“The Wolf in the Dog” 75).
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What these and many other scholars fail to address, however, is the significance
of the animal beyond—or before—its symbolic and anthropomorphic significance. The
result is that, as Crane illustrates, even though the animals are sometimes able to achieve
a short-lived zoomorphosism, they eventually recede into the background. These lays
serve, in her words, as “a form that invites little thought on creatures other than human”
(Animal Encounters 43). In contrast, seeing the animals in Marie’s Fables and Lais as
intimately linked with their human counterparts while not themselves being human,
without signaling back to human mores, opens up a space to better understand the
interplay between these species. The Lais contain nightingales, wolves, hawks, dogs,
weasels, and swans27 that each occupy their own separate agentic spaces. Free from
anthropomorphism, they are interchanged with the humans in the tales, and with the
humans reading the tales, and instead of merely noticing “the shadow of a large bird”
(“L’umbre d’un grant oisel”; Burgess 87; line 106), we see also the bird itself. While
studying the shadow—the symbolism—of the bird is laudable and even historically
necessary, recent strides in the field of animal studies have demonstrated the timeliness of
re-evaluating the anthropocentrism that has dominated the humanities. Yonec’s
provocative bird-man-woman, with its “heterogeneous elements within a single verbal
body”—so evocative of Derrida’s chimeric l’animot (47)—serves as an exemplary
starting point for re-evaluating Marie’s own animal encounters.
This chapter then is divided into two portions, the first of which examines
Muldumarec the hawk-knight, or hawk-lover, and the resultant conflation of animal and
27

Laüstic has a nightingale, Bisclavret a wolf (or werewolf) and several dogs, Yonec a
shape-shifting hawk, Eludic a weasel, and Milun a swan. Le Fresne briefly mentions a
dog and cock that unlike the other animals do not play a major part in the plot, but who
nevertheless lead a lady to a nearby town.
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sovereign bodies in his person. I argue that each of the bodies that Muldumarec assumes,
whether hawk or man or woman, ultimately reinforces not only his power as king but
more specifically his willingness to use these bodies to ultimately further his sovereignty.
By transforming into a hawk Muldumarec can achieve what he would not be able to as a
man: access to the lady’s tower and, eventually, control over additional lands, but the
hawk ever remains a trained bird subject to Muldumarec’s will. The second portion
focuses on the lady, upon whose body the entire lay is written. While the lady literally
bears Muldumarec’s child, the titular Yonec, she also figuratively carries his story, the
combination of which ensures that Yonec, as Muldumarec’s son and heir, will rule both
fiefs. But this is only achieved through the use of her body, which undergoes its own set
of transformations as a result of the men that strive to possess her.

Man, Hawk, Woman, and Land

Although Muldumarec physically changes into a hawk, he is quick to point out
that he retains his human nobility. In fact, his first words after transforming from hawk
into human are intended to reassure the frightened lady: “Lady, do not be afraid! The
hawk is a noble bird” (“Dame, n eiez poür!/Gentil oisel ad en ostur.”; Burgess 87; lines
121-2).28 What he does not clarify, however, is whether this nobleness is conferred upon
the bird by his human aspect or if the bird confers the nobleness unto Muldumarec. He
does not, in effect, assert that his own nobleness confers the same onto any form, avian or
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All translations are taken from Glyn S. Burgess and Keith Busby, The Lais of Marie de
France (London: Penguin Group, 2003). References to Marie’s Lais are from Alfred
Ewert, Lais (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1944).
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otherwise, he would take, but rather the reverse is implied: Muldumarec reassures the
lady that he is noble by virtue of the fact that he can assume the shape of an inherently
noble bird. If, as Crane observes, “a powerful animal’s devotion reflects well on the
hero” (Animal Encounters 121), then it is the hawk that ennobles the knight, not the other
way around. This move is consistent with Marie’s use of animals in her Fables, in which
specific animals consistently represent immutable characteristics of a social class. In this
well-known and widely read collection29 Marie uses various animals—lions as kings,
wolves as villains, and dogs as servants, to name a few30—as exemplars for human
behavior. In this context Muldumarec’s claim to nobility is validated through his
association with the hawk, even as the hawk is ascribed that very characteristic by the
anthropomorphic symbolism of other twelfth-century texts in a “circular loop of symbolic
transfer” (Howe 291). Campbell attempts to exit this symbolic loop by separating
Muldumarec’s identity from his body, arguing that “what emerges … is an emphasis on
qualities of nobility, courtliness, and faith that come into focus in the transition between
forms, an emphasis that depends on an ability to read beyond the superficial humanity to
something which has equal—if not superior—value” (102). Campbell argues, here, that
there is an essence, something outside or separate from Muldumarec’s physical form that
contains his “superior” identity and that the hawk, being a noble bird (and thus capable of
manifesting his noble essence), is an appropriate form for the knight to assume. This
reasoning, however, too quickly uncomplicates the relationship between the human
Muldumarec and his avian self and, in doing so, shuts off specific questions raised by the
29

George C. Keidel lists twenty-four extant copies of Marie’s Fables, the sheer number
of which attest to her widespread popularity at the time.
30
See chapter five of Joyce Salisbury’s The Beast Within for more on animals as
exemplars in Marie’s Fables.
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physical realities of a human in a non-human form, questions which the Fables ask in one
direction—from animal to human—the Lais ask in the opposite direction. That is, in the
Fables, wolves and lions and sheep act human, most remarkably so in their speech, but in
the Lais humans become birds and wolves. Examining the relationship between speech
and animals in the fables, Sarah Kay finds an “uncanny human-animal hybridity,” and
she notes, further, that the “speaking animal is sufficiently animal not to appear merely as
‘an image of the life of humans,’ yet also human enough to make readers wonder about
the relation of language to appetite in human speech” (“As in Heart, So in Mouth” 6).
Kay continues in her essay to disentangle speech and appetite, but what interests me here
is the image of an unstable body that is never sufficiently human or animal, a body that,
in its instability, pushes against, or, as Derrida would have it, multiplies the borders
between the human and non-human. It is, unexpectedly, this very hybridity that makes
Muldumarec’s several bodies so very fleshy and real. Much like the instability caused by
Kay’s talking animals, Muldumarec’s frequent transformations maintain a tension
between the “sufficiently animal” and “human enough” that keeps the reader constantly
aware of the knight's body—an awareness that must stretch not only across the entire text
but across otherwise impassable binaries. The effort of containing the avian and the
human, the female and the male all in one body makes that body simultaneously
impossible and very real. Muldumarec’s attempts, for example, to reassure the lady of
his courtliness by gesturing back to his hawk form recalls the vast corpus of fable lore
connecting the hawk with nobleness, while at the same time they remind us of the
hybridity of the knight’s body. And although Yonec is not a fable, and the hawk is not an
exemplar, the hawk and the knight and the lady still carry with them the expectations of
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all that these bodies individually are. Muldumarec’s body is strangely unreal in that it
contains more than it possibly can, and yet it is still insistently physically present,
possibly no time more so than when he is mortally wounded towards the end of the text.
This hybridity troubles a strictly symbolic reading of the hawk, or at the very least, it
opens up a space for further exploring bodies in the text.
By expanding the context for the poem beyond Marie’s writings, we can find that
the hawk’s presence in the text not only reinforces Muldumarec’s role as a chivalric
lover, but also as a conquering knight. The ostour, goshawk, is especially suited for
hunting and, because of its large size, was typically used by men. Because the basis for
much of the lore that surrounds this bird is grounded in the real life, day-to-day
interactions between the trained hawk and its human, the hawk became associated with
the same ideals as that of a trained knight. The Aberdeen Bestiary, a twelfth-century text
contemporary with Marie de France, details the hawk as militant and armed with claws to
“greedily seize other birds” (Arnott).31 The hawk “is customarily carried on the left hand,
so that when it has been let off the leash to catch something, it should fly back onto the
right.”32 The hawk and its human trainer work together:
There are two kinds of hawk, domestic and wild. It is the same bird,
however, but at different times it can be wild or domestic. The wild hawk
is accustomed to prey on tame birds; the domestic hawk on wild. The
wild hawk eats the prey it catches immediately; the domestic hawk keeps
what it catches to leave for its master. Furthermore, its master opens the
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https://www.abdn.ac.uk/bestiary/translat/30r.hti
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stomachs of the captured birds and takes their hearts to give them as food
to his hawk (Arnott).33
Muldumarec, together with his hawk shape, emulate this mutually beneficial relationship
between trained hawk and knight. The hawk in Yonec is no hawk from the wild: it has
“straps on its feet” and looks to be of “five or six moultings” (“Gez ot as piez, ostur
sembla,/De cinc mues fu u de sis”; Burgess 87; lines 109-110). While such tethers have
been read as symbolic of the chivalric lover’s submission to his lady (McCash 70), they
also remind the reader that this hawk is trained and has a master. When Muldumarec
tells the lady that “the hawk is a noble bird” (87), he fails to note what the hawk also is: a
trained hunter. The tethers on the hawk both prepare him for the hunt and bind him to his
master, in the same way that the gear of a war-horse binds him to his knight, and
subsequently how the trappings of a war-ready knight bind him to his king. While
Muldumarec’s hawk form affords him more freedom than he has as a human, its tethers
serve as a reminder that the hawk is ultimately subject to, or trained by, its master. By
connecting the hawk-knight with the militant hunting hawk described in the Aberdeen
Bestiary, Muldumarec’s actions as a hawk become less of a lover and more of a
conqueror.
In each illustration detail in the Bestiary the hawk is pushing the borders of its
frame. The hawk is situated in the Bestiary immediately after (and in contrast to) the
dove, but this rapacious bird does not limit itself to its designated section. Illustration
details containing images of the hawk can be found in the section for the dove (figure 1)
as well as in the interlude between the two sections on the north and south wind
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Figure 1. Hawk and dove on perch
Aberdeen Bestiary folio 26r illustration detail
https://www.abdn.ac.uk/bestiary/comment/26rdovehawk.hti
figure 2). The writer's willingness to include the hawk in other sections of the Bestiary
reflects, perhaps, the bird’s permeation into multiple aspects of medieval culture, such as,
for example, the church. In the illumination on page 26r the hawk sits opposite the dove
on the same perch in an uncomfortable truce: “I [the dove] from the clergy, you [the
hawk] from the military.” The comparatively small dove remains far from the edges, but
the hawk has its claws encircling the entire width of the perch they share and its tail,
hidden from the gaze of the dove, presses against the frame. The two birds face each
other, but the hawk’s position is undoubtedly superior: whereas the dove’s curved body
leaves the smaller bird gazing directly into the larger bird's chest, the hawk's posture is
bolt upright and it looks frowningly down on the dove. The hawk's tail feathers, placed
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Figure 2. Hawk in flight
Aberdeen Bestiary folio 29v illustration detail
https://www.abdn.ac.uk/bestiary/comment/29vbird.hti
against the bottom right corner of the frame, claim the edge while keeping an eye on the
subdued dove.
The hawk in illustration detail 29v (figure 2) seems to be soaring straight
upwards, carried by the winds. Its wings are outstretched, its claws are open, and its tail
feathers are spread wide. It seems logical that this illustration should accompany the
passage on the warmth of the south wind:
It is the custom of hawks in the wild to spread their wings when the south
wind blows, so that their limbs are warmed by the wind to release their old
feathers. When there is no wind, they create a breeze by spreading their
wings to face the rays of the sun and beating them; and thus, as the pores
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Figure 3. Turtledoves
Aberdeen Bestiary folio 31v
illustration detail.
https://www.abdn.ac.uk/bestiary/translat/31v.hti
of their body open, either their old plumage falls out, or new feathers grow
in. (30v)34
Certainly the hawk in this detail is warming itself in the south wind, which is a “very hot
wind” (29v) and “signifies the grace of the Holy Spirit” (30r),35 since it seems to match
perfectly with the long commentary on the godly south wind. But the illustration detail is
placed on the previous page, directly across from the descriptions of the north wind. This
is the cold wind from whence the devil comes, a wind that like the devil is “uplifted on
the wings of pride, he wishes to set his throne in the north; he longs to be like the Most
High, presumptuously making himself the equal of one to whom he should be subject”
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Figure 4. Hawk
Aberdeen Bestiary folio 30r
illustration detail.
https://www.abdn.ac.uk/bestiary/comment/30rbird.hti

(29v).36 Now, considering the illustration’s proximity to the north wind, previously
overlooked details become more salient. The hawk fills the entire space, leaving no room
for any other bird. Its beak, wings, and tail feathers push against the red border, striving
against its set boundaries. This is a conquering bird that, like the devil and the north
wind, “wishes to set his throne in the north.” In contrast, consider the illustration of the
turtle doves on page 31v (figure 3);37 these two birds sit almost as an afterthought with
barely enough room to lift their necks in the very top of an illustration that is otherwise
filled with intricate scrollwork. The turtledoves do not push against their borders, rather,
they accept whatever limited space is allotted to them.
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The hawk's aggressive posturing is seen again in the illustration detail on page 30r
(figure 4), this time with its head turned aggressively backwards, the tip one wing curled
around the left edge of the frame and its claws gripping the bottom edge. In this detail
the hawk’s back wing has actually left the confines of the illustration's border and entered
the unclaimed space of the page, while the front wing sits right on the edge. The hawk
looks back at its wings, boasting of its newly claimed territory while its puffed-out chest
and claws defend the remaining gold space. Directly opposite this illumination the text
describes the etymology of accipite (hawk): “It gets its name, accipiter, from accipiendo,
accepting - that is, a capiendo, taking to itself. For it greedily seizes other birds. For that
reason it is called accipite, meaning one who seizes by force” (30r).38 Appropriately, this
hawk is seizing not only other birds but also the very page upon which it is drawn,
showing an aggression that is consistent from real life to the written text.
In each of these illustrations the hawk is pushing against the frame that contains it
with an expression I view as martial aggression. Similarly, Muldumarec the hawk-knight
pushes against the borders of his land, Caerleon, and enters not only the lady’s tower, but
also the lord’s territory Caerwent.39 When he comes to the lady's chambers he is a hawk,
and, although he talks of nobility and love, his actions—and his physical form—recall the
accipite. Muldumarec leaves the territory of Caerleon, that we later learn is his own, and
comes to Caerwent to woo the lady in the form of a hawk, a bird notorious for its militant
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and rapacious nature. In this sense Muldumarec invades the old man’s territory, an action
compounded by the fact that Muldumarec is himself a king. Consequently, the old man’s
“treachery”—placing “large iron spikes” (“Broches de fer”; Burgess 89; line 286) to kill
the visiting knight—is more than a jealous act, it is a political one. The old man is not
just jealous of his wife, he is jealous of his (unrealized) heir; and he is not just attacking a
knight, he is attacking an incursion from a neighboring fief. As the poem’s later scenes
make clear, Muldumarec colonizes the sovereign space of the old man by invading both
his bedchamber and his territory.
The mutability of Muldumarec’s kingly body, however, equally has the potential
to destabilize his sovereignty. His different shapes each respectively serve a different
purpose: as a hawk he invades Caerwent, as a man he woos the lady, and as a woman he
deceives the clergy. Each of these forms can represent an aspect of a twelfth-century
kingship, but the very fact that his body is unstable troubles an identity that demands
some stasis. In his classic work, The King’s Two Bodies, Ernst Kantorowicz addresses
the separation from and the simultaneous binding together of the king’s physical body
with his sovereign power. Kantorowicz initially locates the idea of a “twinned king” (49)
in the 1100 Norman Anonymous, a text that struggles with the concept of how the king,
once anointed, becomes one and the same with the Christ King. Kantorowicz follows
this idea of a dualistic king to an early modern text, Edmund Plowden’s Reports, in
which we read that “the King has in him two Bodies, viz., a Body natural, and a Body
politic.” This body natural is “subject to all Infirmities that come by Nature or Accident”
but the body politic “cannot be seen or handled, consisting of Policy and Government”
and is “utterly void of … natural Defects and Imbecilities” (7). Kantorowicz’s political
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theology of kingship is relevant here, for Muldumarec’s sovereign self comprises of at
least two bodies, his mutable “body natural” and his immutable “body politic.” This gives
him the freedom to transform into whatever shape he pleases while still retaining his
political authority. Even if, as Kantorowicz reasons, there is no doubt concerning the
“superiority of the body politic over the body natural” (9), the body politic still depends
on the body natural for its manifestation. In other words, sovereign power may be
transcendent but it requires a physical body on which to locate itself and enact its power;
in this way Muldumarec’s human and animal bodies “form one unit indivisible” (9).
Muldumarec’s ever-changing body repeatedly brings us back to his basic
animality. That he is mortally wounded in hawk form is a reminder that even though the
king’s “body politic” is inviolate, his “body natural” shares a vulnerability with all other
living animals. As Diamond explains, “the awareness that we each have of being a living
body…carries with it exposure to the bodily sense of vulnerability to death, sheer animal
vulnerability, the vulnerability we share with them” (74). Because of Muldumarec’s
shared “vulnerability to death,” he is susceptible to mortality just like any other animal,
human and non-human alike, a susceptibility that ultimately ends with his blood covering
the grounds between Caerleon and Caerwent. Linking this blood back to the martial
hawk, we can well imagine the bloodshed that would be the result of an invasion from a
neighboring fief, a reminder that warfare often is a part of a courtly romance.
In Yonec this need for a “body natural” manifests itself for both the old man and
Muldumarec as a preoccupation with producing an heir. Yonec opens with an old man
who, “because his inheritance would be large … took a wife in order to have children”
(“Pur ceo k’il ot bon heritage, Femme prist pur enfanz aveir, Quë après lui fuissent si
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heir”; Burgess 68; lines 18-20). When his (seemingly) barren wife fails to produce a son
for him he locks her in a tower to ensure her fidelity—to ensure specifically that the heir
would be a continuation of himself, not another man. Yonec, the titular hero of the lay, is
noticeably absent from the main body of the text, only appearing at the end to slay his
stepfather, avenge his mother and assume his place as lord. Consistent with other hawk
offspring, whose parents “stop bothering to feed their young in order to make them bold
enough to seize food for themselves” (Arnott 30r), Yonec learns to fend for himself at a
young age. In fact, Marie makes it clear from the beginning that her purpose is not to tell
of Yonec himself but “under what circumstance he was born and how his father, whose
name was Muldumarec, met his mother” (“Cil ki engendra Yuuenec Aveit a nun
Muldumarec”; Burgess 86; lines 9-10). Tackling the problem of genre, Boyd concludes
that Yonec “would almost certainly be placed among the comperta ‘conceptions,’ or
heroic birth-tales. Recalling that Muldumarec commands the lady to tell her son the story
of “his birth and who his father was” (“L’aventure li seit cuntee Cum il fun ex, ki le
engendra”; Burgess 91; lines 434-5); Yonec is that story, with its dénounement. The
clearest advantage of recognizing Yonec as a birth-tale is that it resolves the “problem” of
the title (Boyd 219). Thus the focus of the lay is not on the heir himself, but on the
anxieties and difficulties of producing such an heir. This anxiety to produce an heir is
closely linked with the anxiety over the physical mortality of the sovereign body: the old
man, close to death, knows that he must create an heir, a physical continuation of himself
onto which he can legally transfer the rights to rule the Caerwent fief. The old man is not
alone in this fear: Muldumarec, the king of neighboring Caerleon, also needs an heir to
his throne and so visits the old man’s wife locked in the tower. Both rulers recognize the
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limits of their own physical body and the need to ensure the continuation of their political
body through an heir. Muldumarec’s mutability, however, affords him a certain
aggresivity whereas the old man’s actions—locking the lady in the tower and setting
traps—are defensive.
Muldumarec’s mortal wounding while a hawk underscores the vulnerability of his
"body natural.” No matter what form he takes, whether avian or female, Muldumarec’s
physical mortality remains unchanged, even if his “body politic” lives on in his heir,
Yonec. In fact, Muldumarec's physical death at the old man’s hands only serves to
ensure that his son Yonec will rule both Caerleon and Caerwent. All of the old man's
plotting is turned against him in the end. Once the old man knows that the hawk-lover is
visiting his wife, he seeks to kill him, laying spikes around the windows that “pierce his
body and the red blood flow[s] out” (“L’une le fiert par mi le cors/Li sanc vermeil en
eissi fors”; Burgess 90; lines 311-12). The lady had simply wished for something out of
a story, “adventures which relieved those afflicted by care” (“Adventures en cest pais, Ki
rechatouent les pensis”; Burgess 87; lines 93-4). Instead she becomes a pawn in a
struggle to control the land, by either producing an heir for her husband or for the hawkknight. From the moment the old man locks his wife alone in the tower, making her
vulnerable to Muldumarec’s advances, to the hawk-knight's final visit, the romance the
lady wishes for becomes increasingly political. Surrounded by men—her husband, her
lover, and her son—she can do little else but carry their story (more on this below) and
provide a continuance for the “body politic.” When, after a brief moment of freedom, the
lady finds Muldumarec on his deathbed, he is quick to return her to her confines. He
pleads with her to leave his deathbed, for if she was found “there would be such grief
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here … and you would be tormented” (“Ci einz avrat si grant dolur/ Si vus i esteiez
trovee,/ Mut en series turmentee”; Burgess 91; lines 403-405). In addition, Muldumarec
is “sad and troubled” for his lady and so gives her a magic ring that will inhibit the old
man’s memory (“Pur vus sui dolent e pensis”; Burgess 91; line 409). With the lady
carrying his heir, Muldumarec is now assured of the continuance of his own political
body. Putting pressure on the duality of the sovereign body, Yonec captures the king’s
vulnerability while at the same time it illustrates his sempiternity.
From the moment the hawk-knight is wounded until Muldumarec’s death the “red
blood” (“sanc vermeil”; Burgess 90; line 312) continues to flow, becoming an almost
compulsive focus of the text. The knight has been bleeding profusely ever since he was
wounded, and blood now covers the trap, the window, and the path to the bed where he
sits and “cover[s] all the sheets in blood” (“Que tut li drap furent sanglent”; Burgess 90;
line 316). The lady sees the “blood and the wound,” and, after leaping from the window,
she follows the “trail of blood which flowed from the knight” to the hill, where the
opening is “covered in his blood.” (“sanc e la plaie,” “la trace del sanc,” “De cel sanc fu
tute arusee”; Burgess 90-1; lines 317, 342, and 348). After following the unlit tunnel
through the hill, undoubtedly slick with blood, she emerges into a meadow of “grass wet
with blood” until she arrives at a beautiful city, still “following the fresh blood” through
the center of the city until she reaches the entrance to the palace which is also “covered in
blood.” (“Del sanc trova l’erbe muiliee,” “sanc novel,” “Al palies vient al paviment, Del
sanc le treve tut sanglent”; Burgess 90-91; lines 357, 373, 379). In these moments blood
(“sanc”) covers everything, from the bedchamber in Caerwent to the castle in Caerleon.
Blood in the bedchamber is one thing; it is evocative of the feminine and is linked to
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hymenal blood, menses, and childbirth. This blood is, of course, reminiscent of
Guinevere’s bloody chamber following Lancelot’s visit, as recounted most applicably by
Chretien de Troyes’s Lancelot: “but enough of his [Lancelot’s] body remains behind to
spot and stain the sheets with the blood which has fallen from his fingers” (Comfort 57).
But Muldumarec leaves the tower and bleeds out all across the countryside, wetting the
grass and hillside passages, marking city gates and palace entrances. Using his blood, he
marks with his body all the territory and lands that his son will one day rule, a son that,
troublingly, he has begotten with another man’s wife and in another man’s lands.
Muldumarec’s bloodflow signifies an imperialist expansion of his territory. In a very real
and corporal way Muldumarec has transformed his body one final time by spreading his
blood all over the land; he has, in this way, used his “body natural” to define the
territories controlled by his “body politic.”
Marie’s word choice in describing the old man brings us back again to corporality
in the text. In her opening complaint, the lady laments that she is married to his body:
“Cursed be my parents and all those who gave me to this jealous man and married me to
his person!” (“Malëeit seient mi parent/E li autre communalment/Ki a cest gelus me
donerent/E a sun cors me marïerent!”; Burgess 87; lines 81-84). The lady’s passivity
here, marked by the verb “marïerent,” is consistent with her passivity in the rest of the
text: even in her final dramatic act of revealing her son’s parentage she is in reality
carrying out someone else’s wishes. More notable however, is that she defines her
marriage as being bound to his “cors,” his body—a reminder of the different bodies in the
text and the necessary physicality inherent in shape-shifting, pregnancy, and blood. Even
though blood covers the end of the text, this is not the first instance of blood in the poem.
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At the onset of the poem the lady, cursing her husband and parents, exclaims that the old
man’s “sinews are hard, and so are his veins which are full of living blood” (“Dur sunt li
nerf. dures les veines/Que de vif sanc sunt tutes pleines”; Burgess 87; lines 89-90). This
early reference to blood gives us the only physical description we have of the old man,
besides the fact of his advanced age. Like Muldumarec, the lady’s husband is full of
blood or full of the potential for bloodshed and military conquest. The old man’s “living
blood,” however, potent as it may be, remains contained within his veins—a comment,
perhaps, as much on his sterility as on his military failings. Indeed, the old man’s blood
is so absent that even at his beheading the text remains shockingly untouched by his
blood. Just as the old man does not beget a child with his wife, he also does not conquer
any lands; he is full of potential but none of it is realized.
Although both Muldumarec and the old man possess—and use—the lady’s body,
Muldumarec takes it a step further by actually transforming into the lady, an act that,
however brief, asserts yet another hierarchy of power. In order to assure the lady of his
Christian faith—and thus demonstrate that his shape-changing powers are not of demonic
origin—the knight must take the Eucharist and recite the credo of his faith.40 To do this
he must deceive the old woman into believing that the lady is alone, and so Muldumarec
tells the lady that he will “assume your [the lady’s] appearance” (“la semblance de vus
prendrai”; Burgess 88; line 161). This casual appropriation of the lady’s physical
appearance seems to indicate that he can assume any shape he pleases, not just
40

It is worth noting here that by taking the Eucharist Muldumarec is effectively taking
upon himself the body of Christ. Thus, in the space of just a few lines, Muldumarec
possesses three bodies besides his own: a hawk, the lady, and the symbolic body of
Christ. If, as I argue, Muldumarec’s transformations are an expression of his sovereignty,
then his taking the Eucharist may be a subtle assertion of the monarch’s power against
the Catholic church.
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specifically the shape of a hawk. His choice then, to take up the lady’s appearance as his
own becomes an outward expression of an inner desire, a desire not just for her body but
for her complete female identity. Jerry Root observes that “Marie’s characters are also
continually involved in a process of transferring things of the heart into the more
objective language of the outer world, the court, and other species” (153). Although here
Root is specifically analyzing the repeated use of the word “mustrer” (to show) in
Marie’s Lais and Fables, I would argue that this showing can be extended to the very
demonstrative act of changing species and gender. Muldumarec’s transformative actions
suggests that, as Root continues, “something must be brought out, clarified, and shown
from its position of incompleteness or obscurity” (152). If when Muldumarec transforms
into a hawk he is using that body as a military form to invade the old man’s tower, then
he asserts a different sort of power when he transforms into the lady. As sovereign,
Muldumarec subsumes all bodies—male, female, animal—into his own being, and by so
doing (re)establishes with each transformation his very real, very intimate connection
with the bodies he claims to rule. This is an important move for a sovereign, whose
power depends on legitimizing his right to control bodies, and, in doing so, he claims not
just military rule, but domestic rule as well.

Lady, Bird, and Text

In a text so focused on Muldumarec’s cross-species transformations, it is easy to
overlook that the lady’s body is also constantly changing. She alternately loses and
regains her beauty, not to mention the more drastic changes associated with pregnancy:
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“She looked after herself well and her beauty was quite restored….The great joy she
often experienced on seeing her lover caused her appearance to alter” (“Sun cors teneit a
grant chierté,/Tute recovre sa beauté…Pur la grant joie u ele fu,/Que ot suvent pur veer
sun dru,/Esteittut sis semblanz changez”; Burgess 89; lines 215-216, 225-7). Because of
her lover’s frequent visits, the lady regains the beauty she had lost, but the “semblanz
changez” is passive; the alteration in her appearance is caused by an outside force—her
lover—and not of her own volition. Although the lady’s changes are not as dramatic as
Muldumarec’s species- and gender-shifting transformations, they are nonetheless real
changes to her physical being or form. To be more specific, the woman’s body itself
does not change, but how she adorns and presents her body does. This is consistent with
twelfth-century definitions of beauty that relied just as much upon the body’s form as it
did on the body’s presentation. For example, in Lanval, another of her lays, she describes
a pair of maidens as “more beautiful that any he [Lanval] had ever seen; they were richly
dressed in closely fitting tunics of dark purple and their faces wherever beautiful”
(Burgess 75) These well-attired maidens bring Lanval to their mistress, who is reclined in
a tent
so beautiful and well-appointed that neither Queen Semiramis at the height
of her wealth, power and knowledge, not the Emperor Octavian, could
have approved even the right-hand side of it. There was a golden eagle
placed in the top, the value of which I cannot tell, nor of the ropes or the
poles which supported the tent. There is no king under the sun who could
afford it, however much he night give. Inside this tent was the maiden
who surpassed in beauty the lily and the new rose when it appears in the
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summer. She lay on a very beautiful bed—the coverlets cost as much as a
castle—clad only in her shift. Her body was well formed and handsome,
and in order to protect herself from the heat of the sun, she had cast about
her a costly mantle of white ermine covered with Alexandrian purple. Her
side, though, was uncovered, as well as her face, neck and breast; she was
whiter than the hawthorne blossom. (75)
Lanval, poverty-stricken because Arthur forgets to honor him with riches in court, is
infatuated with this lady’s riches just as much, if not more so, than her body. The
description of her beauty begins with the maidens, who are finely dressed, and continues
with her tent, her bed, her covers, and her clothes all in exact detail, before finally
alighting on her body, which is only described as being bare and “whiter than the
hawthorne blossom.” Marie’s particular attention to the costliness of the woman’s apparel
and surroundings—detailing a tent that “no king under the sun could afford,” a bed with
coverlets that “cost as much as a castle,” and a mantle of “costly…white ermine covered
with Alexandrian purple”—emphasize how the beauty of the woman is found just as
much in how she is arrayed as in her mere physicality. This blazon illustrates the
inseparable combination of physical comeliness and material wealth. Like the lady in
Lanval, the beauty of the lady in Yonec is assessed by her attire just as much, if not more
than, her body. Thus she is in effect transformed simply by “looking after herself,” and
the change is complete enough to warrant her husband’s notice. Muldumarec, viewing
the lady with the same possessive eye as the old man, warns her that they will be caught
if she calls on him too often, beseeching her to “observe moderation so that we are not
discomfited (“Mes tele mesure esgardez Que nus ne seium encumbrez”; Burgess 88; lines
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202-3). Muldumarec seems to know the effects his visits will have on the her, and so his
concern for their safety lies not with the likelyhood that his repeated appearance as a
giant hawk will be noticed, but rather with how his visits will be written on the lady's
body. Beauty has political ramifications too: Lanval is acquitted on account of his lady’s
apparent beauty, the old man pursues the lady because of her beauty, and Muldumarec
restores the lady’s beauty. Reading the lady’s body as a political space wherein the old
man and Muldumarec struggle for control reveals how the changes in her beauty indicate
a shifting allegiance from the old man to her lover—an allegiance that ultimately
determines who will control the lands of Caerleon and Caerwent.
In the end, the lady’s changeable and ultimately politicized beauty becomes
another cage by which she is trapped, rather like a bird. But she is not completely
without blame. She herself assumes bird-like qualities that play out in her actions and
even on her body. Consider, for example, the moment Muldumarec first appears at the
lady’s window: his arrival as a giant hawk (“grant oisel”; line 106) attracts her attention,
but when he changes into a man the lady “was astounded…and covered her head” (“La
dame a merveille le tint…sun chief covri”; Burgess 85; lines 116-8). This action—
covering her head—is strangely evocative of the hooded hawk, exactly the kind of trained
bird that has just arrived. Hooding, a part of a hawk’s training, was as much a standard
practice as “attaching straps on its feet,” straps, appropriately, that Muldumarec wears on
his hawk feet (Gez ot as piez”; Burgess 87; line 110). While this odd action—covering
her head—is undoubtably an expression of modesty (or fear) in the presence of an
unknown man, it also, perhaps unintentionally, connects the lady with the recently
disappeared hawk, tethering the bird in the room even after Muldumarec no longer
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assumes that form. Consciously, the lady is covering herself in the presence of an
unknown man, but unconsciously she is linking herself to the non-human animal. The
text reveals this avian connection the most dramatically when the lady throws herself
from her tower window—taking flight as it were—to pursue her dying lover: “She
escaped through a window, but it was a wonder she did not kill herself, for she had to
jump a good twenty feet.” (“Par une fenestre s’en ist/C’est merveille k’el ne s’ocist/Kar
bien aveit vint piez de haut/Iloec u ele prist le saut”; Burgess 90; lines 337-340). Her
miraculous survival suggests that the lady, who up to this point has been trapped in her
tower like a bird in a cage, has her own potential for flight. Marie repeatedly uses birds
in her Lais as liaisons between the imprisoned woman and the outside world. In Laüstic,
for example, the trapped lady communicates with her lover via the nightingale’s song,
finally using the corpse of the brutally murdered bird to send a farewell message woven
on a shroud. Likewise, the lady in Milun sends messages to her lover-knight hidden in
swan feathers. The lady’s bird-like flight in Yonec, then, is in keeping with the desperate,
and creative, attempts of Marie's other women to reunite with their lovers. Analyzing the
plight of the woman in the tower in the Lais, Jean-Marie Kauth observes that the women
“claim these windows as their own, their spirits either straining against their barred
windows or escaping through their windows like birds” (45). The lady's tower—a highly
feminized space—becomes a prison made to display her beauty and seal her from
sovereign threats and against which she struggles for her own freedom and agency.
In this text the woman’s body is so malleable that even when Muldumarec sheds
his hawk form the lady takes it on, if not physically then at least symbolically. I am not
arguing here that the lady actually physically changes into a hawk; there is no textual
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support for this nor is it even necessary or, indeed, helpful. Rather, I argue that the
woman takes on a similar ideological or political space that the hawk occupies: that of
being a body under an unconditional sovereign power. For, although the hawk embodies
military strength, it is a power that Muldumarec, as sovereign, keeps under his control.
Kauth reminds us that “the person who inhabited the body was not necessarily the person
who possessed it” (37). Just as Muldumarec uses the hawk body to reach the lady’s
tower window, or, as I have argued above, to conquer the old man’s territory, he uses the
lady’s body to produce an heir and write his story. The act of hooding reinforces this
power hierarchy: just as the straps on the hawk’s feet remind the reader of the its
entrapment by a human handler, so too the hood worn by the lady subordinates her to the
knight. The straps and hood, respectively, reinforce the agency of Muldumarec and
passivity of the lady that will continue to play out through the rest of the text.
The difference between the lady’s transformation and her lover’s is not so much
one of magnitude as of a passivity that is connected to her very body and how it is used
by the men in her life. The changes wrought in the lady’s appearance by Muldumarec’s
frequent visits are pivotal to the plot of the text—it is after all, what motivates her
husband’s jealousy—but her appearance has been mutable from the very beginning. The
old man marries the lady because she is “courtly and extremely beautiful,” but after seven
years of isolation, the lady “wept and sighed so much that she lost her beauty, as happens
to any woman who fails to take care of herself” (“Od lermes, od suspir e plur/Sa beuté
pert en teu mesure/Cume cele que n’en ad cure”; Burgess 86; lines 45-7). This initial
change in appearance is a result of a loveless, childless marriage and, more significantly,
of being locked alone in a tower with only her husband’s aged sister for company. The
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lady’s appearance changes as she initially loses and later regains her beauty, but these
changes do not result from the lady’s active pursuit her own desires but rather the effect
of two men pursuing their own. Her body reflects the actions of the men around her. All
of these changes, her beauty, her bird-like manifestations, and even her pregnancy only
exist within the masculine context of succession. Her beauty, which seems to be her
own, attracts a husband and a lover who in turn possess that beauty with jealousy on the
husband’s part and persistence on the lover’s. Her physical beauty becomes the means
by which the old man justifies locking her in the tower, and the means by which
Muldumarec justifies his illicit love, and, ultimately, the means by which both men
attempt to produce an heir by her. The lady’s bird-like manifestations should have
indicated a certain level of autonomy, especially given twelfth-century (and modern)
associations of birds with freedom of both spirit and body. However, the only attributes
the lady borrows from the birds are those that restrict her: she wears a hood like the
tethered hawk, she lives in a cage like a songbird, and her brief flight out the window
only serves to further bind her to her dying lover. Even her pregnancy, which by all
rights should have been the one thing completely in her power, is overtaken by
Muldumarec. He knows of her pregnancy before she does, telling her “she was with
child by him and would have a worthy and valiant son to comfort her” (“Du lui est
enceinte d’enfant, Un fiz avra pruz e vaillant: Icil [la] recunforterat”; Burgess 90; lines
327-329) He even goes so far as to control how she will bear and raise her child,
returning her to her tower with a magic ring to keep the child’s parentage a secret until
the time comes for his revenge. Even though the lady’s affair with Muldumarec liberates
her form her husband’s tyranny, she in fact replaces one ruler with another: she is as
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much under Muldumarec’s control as she ever was with the old man. Just as
Muldumarec uses the hawk body to invade Caerwent, so too he uses the lady’s body to
legitimize his rule.
The lady's connection with birds manifests itself again on Yonec's very pages.
The lady’s body becomes a text inscribed with the stories of the men who confined and
wooed her. The old man writes his abuse on her body as she loses her beauty, and
Muldumarec writes his love as she regains that same beauty: in each case her body
becomes a textual expression of their actions. These inscriptions deepen with the
changes associated with pregnancy; her body will now change from the inside out and
forever carry the scars of child-bearing, marks that, as I have argued above, exist because
of Muldumarec’s actions and for his benefit. The lady bears Muldumarec’s child just as
she bears his story, both are written on her body, and both are delivered to legitimize the
continuation of his sovereignty through his son. In a way, the lady herself becomes a
book with text written on her skin, connecting her both with the pages of the book and the
animal skins used to make those pages.
The textuality of the lady’s body and the practice of writing on animal skins
brings us back to the animal in Yonec. They very fact that this text would have been
written on vellum—the flayed skin of an animal, with all of its residual hairs and veins
and organic imperfections—is a constant reminder of not just the animal in the text but of
the animality of the text. That both of the men use her body—as a text, as a means to an
heir, as a lover—is a demonstration of the same hierarchy of power in which one body is
subjugated to another. This is the same hierarchy that allows a sheep or goat to be flayed
for the production of vellum, or a woman to be given in marriage, or even a knight to be
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killed for his king; it is the use of one body by another in a position of power. This
shared “sheer animal vulnerability” (Diamond 74) between the lady and the animals used
for vellum highlights, as Cary Wolfe summarizes, “the injustice done to animals” and
“our repulsion at the brute subjugation of the body that they so often endure” (Before the
Law 17). Counter-intuitively, in this text even though Muldumarec is the one that
assumes a non-human animal form—the hawk—the lady is the one who assumes the
actual political status of an animal. Whereas Muldumarec’s transformations are magical
and species-shifting, they are also empowering: being a hawk enables him to access the
lady’s bedchamber. On the other hand, even though the lady does not physically speciesshift she embodies the bodily subjugation that non-human animals, being outside the law,
are subject to. Again, as Wolfe asserts “as long as the automatic exclusion of animals
from [political] standing remains intact simply because of their species, such a
dehumanization by means of the discursive mechanism of ‘animalization’ will be readily
available for deployment against whatever body happens to fall outside the ethnocentric
‘we’” (21). Wolfe identifies in this context the “ethnocentric we” as the Western male,
the same locus of power demonstrated by both Muldumarec and the old man in Yonec.
The lady, on the other hand, demonstrates exactly what Wolfe is condemning here; even
though she remains physically human, she is animalized so that her body can be used
politically. Whether she is being married off, isolated, or impregnated, her body is
marked with the political subjugation inherent in the life of animals.
Animal bodies and sovereign texts, animal texts and sovereign bodies:
interweaving of all these permutations Yonec creates a space that both acknowledges and
subverts power structures present in the twelfth-century, and still present today. Looking
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at the animal in the text pulls that small thread that unravels what is supposed to remain
unseen—the hierarchies of power and being that designate who can use, and who can be
used. Exploring the medieval animal through hagiographies, bestiaries, and hunting
practices, Susan Crane engages with Marie de France to analyze how the animal in
Marie’s Fables troubles the animal in her Lais—and vice versa. She rightly
acknowledges the difficulty in attempting to seriously perform an animal-reading in
Marie's fables since the animals in these texts are no more than a place holder for a
human-centered lesson, however, she argues that there is a moment of uncertainty
between the fable’s narration and the concluding lesson, or, in her own words, the “antirational, affective experience that constitutes the poésie of fable, the expression of human
proximity to other animals—before the fable delivers its negative comment on that
proximity” (Animal Encounters 47). This poésie, or poetic thought, opens up a space for
the type of non-rational, anti-philosophical, un-symbolic thought that is needful in any
serious attempt to understand the animal in a post- or even pre-Carteasan environment.
Poetic thinking opens a way for re-thinking the animal and the fantastic in Marie de
France’s Lais that illuminates not only the animal and the animalized but also the
political structures surrounding them. Post-humanist thinkers have pointed out the
problems with subject-oriented thinking while acknowledging that it may be impossible
to ever truly think otherwise. Derrida, however, opens up a separate space with his
poetics, and, instead of trying to define the animal in spite of reason, or include the
animal within reason, he permits thinking the animal separate from reason. Recalling
Lewis Carol’s Through the Looking Glass, Derrida concludes that “thinking concerning
the animal, if there is such a thing, derives from poetry. There you have a thesis: it is
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what philosophy has, essentially, had to deprive itself of. It is the difference between
philosophical knowledge and poetic reasoning” (7). By following Derrida’s distinction
between poésie and philosphie we can savor the fantastic in Marie’s Lais instead of
ignoring them or explaining them away. Doing so allows us to see the fantastic in other
seemingly mundane aspects of the text, revealing the mutability of the lady, the old man,
the blood and even the land. The changeableness of all these things creates a space that
reflects back post-humanist questions of what it is to be human or non-human, and how
those questions in turn determine cultural structures of power. As Wolf observes:
to live under biopolitics is to live in a situation in which we are all always
already (potential) “animals” before the law—not just nonhuman animals
according to zoological classification, but any group of living beings that
is so framed. Here, the distinction “human/animal”—as the history of
slavery, colonialism, and imperialism well shows—is a discursive
resource, not a zoological designation (Before the Law 10).
The many transformation in Yonec repeatedly blur the “zoological classification”
between human and non-human, complicating the designations that enable power
structures to place animals “before the law.” The lady, the hawk, the land—all of these
are controlled by the sovereign, and yet the mutability of each questions the seemingly
stable hierarchy that is the framework for the power structure it creates.
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CONCLUSION

Despite being separated by nearly two-hundred years, the poems The Avowyng of
Arthur and Yonec have one fundamental thing in common: they are both written on
animal skins. Parchment was made from either the skins of goats, sheep, or cow by
flaying the animal’s hide, soaking it in lime, scraping off hair, and finally stretching it
until smooth and thin enough to be written on. This process sometimes left visible
imperfections on the finished product, the manuscript. Veins, pores, and hairs are visible
not infrequently on medieval manuscripts of varying quality. These physical reminders
of the process—and materials—used to make manuscripts render the animal inescapably
and physically present in, and underneath, the text. Textual moments, such as the ones
I’ve pointed out, of animals-written-on-animal-skins open a space for a meta-critique of
the animal’s ability, or non-ability, to reason by the very real physical presence of human
reasoning conveyed across these objects and the language they maintain. The
relationship between text and skin, then, blurs again the boundary between human and
animal. The fact that production of these manuscripts depends not just on animal bodies,
but dead animal bodies troubles the writing in the text. If these manuscripts depend on
the animal, then so too do the power structures within the cultures that produce them,
which labor to keep the animal oppressed so that their rule is not contested. On one level,

of course, it is yet another manifestation of the commodification of the animal. On
another however, it is a physical manifestation of the question that asks whether or not
animals can reason and, by extension, whether they should be ontologically distinct from
humans.
In these chapters I have attempted to reveal how medieval literature recognizes
explicitly and implicitly that humans and animals suffer alike before the law—a situation
which is alarmingly malleable across class, gender, and even species lines. I have argued
that as long as a system exists in which one class of bodies—in this case, non-human
bodies—are subject to non-criminal suffering or even death, then all bodies are
potentially vulnerable to that same threat of suffering and death. By purposefully
situating this exploration of bodies and vulnerability in medieval texts, which are
separated from our current culture by as much as eight-hundred years, I hope to provide a
theoretical distance with which to more clearly see and work through the problems
inherent in power’s attention to bodies that is foundational to much of Western thinking
and culture. I am, in effect, using animal studies to target power structures that place any
group of living things “before the law.” I am aware, of course, that in doing so I am
guilty of the very fault I decry, namely that of using one set of bodies (animal) for the
gains of another (human), much in the same way in that I use texts from one period to
illuminate the (continuing) flaws in another. I think this fault may be inescapable to
some extent as long as the paradigm remains as it is, but the first step to rethinking such
unexamined structures is recognizing them for what they are. I believe this work has
applications today not only to modern animal theory and speciesm, but also to similar and
arguably resultant paradigms of discrimination, if for no other reason than because the
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partitioning off of any group has, I believe, its base in the same kind of thinking that
allows for the partitioning off of animals.
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